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TAPP is a total applicative theory, conservative over intuitionistic arithmetic. In this paper, 
we first show that the same holds for TAPP + the choice principle EAC; then we extend TAPP 
with choice sequences and study the principle EBIZ (arithmetical extended bar induction of 
type zero). The resulting theories are used to characterise the arithmetical fragment of EL 
(elementary intuitionistic analysis) + EBIZ. As a digression, we use TAPP to show that P. 
Martin-LiX’s basic extensional theory ML, is conservative over intuitionistic arithmetic. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Applicative theories 
APP and TAPP are one-sorted intuitionistic theories about a universe of 
objects, among which the natural numbers and the constants of combinatory 
logic. These objects can be applied to one another; in APP this application is 
partial, in TAPP total. We refer to [31, 9.31 for a full definition; a survey of 
TAPP is in 2.1. 
APP is inspired on Feferman’s applicative theories ([6], [7]) and is closely 
related to the theory EON in [2, VI.21, but there is some divergence in the 
modelling of application. In Feferman’s theories, application is partial and 
compound terms are abbreviations which are explained using the predicate 
App(x, y, z) with the intended meaning x applied to y yields z: so oz = p is 
inductively defined by 
In EON and APP, compound terms are no longer abbreviations but real terms 
that may be undefined, since application is partial; there is an existence predicate 
and the quantifiers range over existing objects only. 
The choice for partial application is straightforward if one considers it as an 
abstract version of the so-called Kleene-bracket application {e}(e) and continuous 
function application (a 1 -), which both are partial operations (on k4 and N+ f+J, 
respectively); it is, however, not inevitable. In [X3], Mop showed that the partial 
combinatory algebra (k4, {.}(*)) can be extended to a total one. This insight is 
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worked out in TAPP, where application is total and every term denotes an 
object, so the existence predicate is no longer needed. 
TAPP is an extension of APP and hence of HA (intuitionistic arithmetic, also 
called Heyting’s arithmetic; see [30,3.3]). To show that it is a conservative 
extension of HA, we cannot use the proof for APP by interpreting application by 
{-}(-); another argument is required, based on arithmetization of a term model of 
TAPP (see [31,9.4.21]). 
EAC (extended axiom of choice) is the scheme 
EAC V~(Ax~3xB(x,y))~3fVx(Ax~B(x,fx)) (no v, 3 in A). 
EAC is equivalent to ACNeg of [2, VII.31 and can be considered as the abstract 
version of ECTo (extended Church’s thesis, see [30,4.4.8]). 
In 2.2 we shall see that EAC characterizes the realizability interpretation of 
TAPP in itself (as ECT,, does for HA). Together with Skolem functions and 
forcing over a monoid, this is used to show that TAPP + EAC is conservative 
over HA (Theorem 2.3.14); the argument is in the style of Beeson’s proof of 
Goodman’s theorem (see 2.3.15 for historical remarks). A similar result is proved 
in 2.4.10 for extensions of TAPP + EAC with inductive definitions. As an 
excursion, we use TAPP to prove in Section 2.5 that P. Martin-Lof’s basic 
extensional theory ML0 is conservative over HA; the proof runs parallel to that 
for TAPP + EAC. Alternative proofs are in [5] and in [ll] (using proof-theoretic 
methods which yield stronger results but require more difficult proofs). 
1.2. Extended bar induction 
Bar induction (BI) is the name of a family of closely related axiom schemes of 
intuitionistic analysis. One of them reads 
BI VauEW312P(&n) r\vxy (Px+P(x*y)) 
Avx(vnP(x*(n))-,Px)-+P( ). 
Here x, y range over N’” (the tree of finite sequences of natural numbers), &Z 
abbreviates (&, . . . , a(n - l)), * denotes concatenation of sequences and ( ) is 
the empty sequence. The first premiss says that P is a bar in N”” (it meets every 
infinite sequence of nodes), the second that it is monotonic and the third that it is 
inductive, so this version of BI can be abbreviated to 
Bar(P) A Man(P) A Ind(P)+ P( ). 
BI is closely related to transfinite induction. Extended bar induction (EBI) is a 
generalisation to arbitrary trees A instead of the fixed tree N<O: 
EBI Tree(A) A Bar(A, P) A Mon(A, P) A Ind(A, P)+ P( ), 
where Tree (A) states that the finite sequences atisfying A form a tree. 
Bar induction is already implicit in L.E.J. Brouwer’s writings (e.g. [3]); the first 
explicitly formulated version of BI appeared in [17]. The generalization to 
extended bar induction is first mentioned in [19]. Several versions have been 
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studied in the literature: EBb, where the cr range over some subtree of W”, and 
EBIr with (Y ranging over some tree of functions of ~zJ+ IU (For BI, the 
corresponding versions BIO and BIr are equivalent modulo continuity assump- 
tions: see [16].) An extensive survey of relevant literature can be found in [28]. 
In this paper, we distinguish two versions of EBI,: EBI& arithmetical EBIO, 
where the formula A involved contains no variables for choice sequences, and full 
EBI,,, where such a restriction is not imposed. It is clear that we have 
EBIr + EBI,, + EBI: j BI. 
Now EL (elementary intuitionistic analysis, see [30,3.6]) + EBIl has the same 
proof-theoretic strength as full classical analysis [25]. In [20], the extension CS 
(choice sequences) of EL is formulated, in which BI holds; by an elimination 
translation, CS is reduced to IDB (= EL + inductively defined neighbourhood 
functions), a theory with the proof-theoretical strength of ID1 (= HA + IDr, 
intuitionistic arithmetic with non-iterated inductive definitions). So BI is strictly 
weaker than EBIr, and the question arises: what is the strength of theories like 
EL + EBb, EL + EBI;? In [28], an alleged proof is given of the proof-theoretical 
equivalence of EL + EBIo and ID,, (intuitionistic arithmetic with finitely iterated 
inductive definitions); as explained in the Appendix of this paper, a corrected 
version of this proof only yields proof-theoretical equivalence between EL + EBI$ 
and IDr. This is done there by showing 
(*) EL + EBI: is conservative over ID1 w.r.t. 
negative arithmetical formulae. 
The conjecture that the strength of EBI,, corresponds to that of ID,, still 
remains plausible, however (see A.4). 
In 3.5.9, we prove a strengthening of (*), viz. 
EL + EBI; and ID1 are arithmetically equivalent, 
i.e., they prove the same arithmetical theorems. This is done by shifting from EL 
to TAPP, adding choice sequences and inductively defined functionals to TAPP, 
followed by an elimination translation and some other interpretations which end 
up in TAPP(ID) + EAC; this last theory is (by 2.4.10) arithmetically equivalent 
to ID1. 
The main advantage of TAPP above EL in this respect lies in the conservation 
properties of TAPP + EAC and some of its extensions; another point in favour is 
its type-free character, which admits direct definitions not involving coding. In 
3.3, e.g., inductively defined functionals are given directly, not coded by 
neighbourhood functions as in [20], [28]. 
1.3. The method of interpretations 
This paper can be seen as a study in constructive metamathematics of 
constructive mathematics, where the last term is taken in the broad sense, 
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including both intuitionism and constructivism in sensu stricto. The metamathe- 
matics in this paper is constructive by the proof method used throughout: the 
method of interpretations. Most other methods used in metamathematics can be 
classified as either syntactical/proof-theoretic or semanticallmodel-theoretic. In 
model theory “everything is allowed”, and the methods used are often not 
constructive. In proof theory, one reduces arbitrary proofs to proofs in a certain 
normal form, e.g. by cut elimination or normalization: these methods are usually 
constructive, and even finitary if the proof systems involved are finite. They work 
well for logics and weak theories, but stronger theories with axiom schemes for 
induction often require complicated proof reductions measured by large ordinals. 
The method of interpretations is situated in between syntactical and semantical: 
on the one hand interpretations are defined syntactically, but on the other hand 
they give an interpretation, i.e., a meaning to terms and formulae. As an example 
we mention forcing (as treated here in 2.3. and 3.4): it can be considered as a 
syntactic version of a semantic method, and the formalization (i.e., the 
transformation into a syntactic translation) is needed here to transform a model 
construction into a result about formal systems. It is our experience that the 
flexible character of the theory TAPP makes it particularly apt for this kind of 
metamathematics. 
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2. The theory TAPP 
2.1. De$nition, basic properties 
APP is defined in [31,9.3] as a type-free theory with partial application and an 
existence predicate E. TAPP, the total variant of APP, is obtained by adding the 
axiom “everything is defined”. Here we consider TAPP as APP without the 
existence predicate E. We now sketch TAPP and some basic properties, referring 
to [31] for more details. 
2.1.1. TAPP has a one-sorted language with the constants k, s (combinators), p, 
po, pi (pairing and unpairing), 0 (zero), S (successor), P (predecessor) and d 
(definition by cases: daluzrlrz is ul if r1 and t2 are equal natural numbers, a2 if 
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r1 and t2 are different natural numbers). Compound terms are formed by 
application: if o and r are terms then so is o(t) (a applied to t, sometimes 
abbreviated to or). The only predicate (besides equality) is the unary predicate 
N; N(r), sometimes written t E N, means “z is a natural number”. Some 
notation: pat stands for (pa)r; we write (a, t), (a),, (z)~ for pur, ~,,a, plr; m, 
n are used as numerical variables, so e.g. Vn A abbreviates Vn (N(n)+A); 
x, y, n, . . . denote finite sequences of variables x1, . . . , xk, etc.; if we write 
r = t(x) or A = A(x), we assume that all free variables of t resp. A are among x. 
The connective v is considered to be defined by 
A v B ‘kf 3x (N(x) A (x = O-+ A) A (1.x = O+ B)). 
A formula is called arithmetical if all its free and bound variables are restricted 
to N; formulae without 3 (hence also without v) are called negative. 
The proof system of TAPP consists of first-order intuitionistic logic with 
equality (as presented, e.g., in [30, Ch. l]), extended with axioms for the 
constants and an induction scheme for N. For some proofs by induction over the 
length of derivations, we use the following concice axiomatisation of the purely 
logical part of TAPP (a variant of Spector’s system [25]; see also [26, 1.1.31): 
*AX A-A 
VAX VxA+A[.x := t] 
3AX A[x:=z]-+3xA 
PRl A 3 B+A 
PR2 A+B,B-*C + A-C 
PR3 A,A-,B + B 
PR4 A+B,A+C e A+(BAC) 
PR5 (AAB)-C e A-+(B-+C) 
V-R A+B + A+VxB (x not free in A) 
3-R A-B 3 3xA*B (x not free in B). 
2.1.2. Properties. &abstraction, a tixpoint operator rp (satisfying qxy = x(q~)y), 
a recursor R (with &yO = x, Rxy(Sn) = y(Sn)(Rxyn)) and a minimum operator y 
(with Vn(fn~~)~3n(fn=O~Vm<n(fm~~))--*(~f=nt,(fn=Or\Vm< 
II (fm > 0)))) are definable in TAPP in a standard way; idem for APP, but some 
care must be taken in order to keep some subterms defined. 
As a consequence, HA can be embedded in APP; on the other hand, APP has 
a direct interpretation into HA by interpreting application by Kleene-bracket 
application. It follows that APP is a conservative extension of HA. (This can all 
be found in [31,9.3].) The same fact for TAPP requires another argument, based 
on the formalisation in HA of a closed term model for TAPP [31, 9.4.211. 
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2.2. Realizability 
Realizability is an interpretation of TAPP into itself, defined by 
trP ef P for prime P 
tr(A AI?) Ef((r),,rA) A ((z)~cB)) 
zr(A-,B)~f~~((~rA)~(zxrB)) 
zr (VxA) efVx (IX rA) 
rr(3xA) ef(z)lr(A[x:=(z),]). 
Related with realizability is the axiom scheme EAC (extended axiom of 
choice): 
EAC VX (Ax --, 3y B(x, y))-, 3f Vx (Ax + B(x, fx)) (A negative). 
The restriction to negative A is essential: otherwise, take Ax = 3y (xx fy), 
B(x, y) = (xx Zy), then we have 3f Vx (3y (xx f y)+xx #fx), so we would get 
3f (3y (ff # y)+ff ##), hence 3f Vy -n(jf= y), which is contradictory. As a 
consequence, TAPP + EAC is essentially non-classical, for in classical ogic every 
formula has a negative equivalent. We have, however: 
2.2.1. Lemma. For any formula A of TAPP there is a negative formula A- with 
TAPP+EACt-At*3xA-. 
Proof. Formula induction, recalling that v is a defined connective and using the 
equivalences 
(i) (3x Ax A 3x Bx) * 3~ (A(x)0 A B(x),) 
(ii) (3x Ax + 3x Bx ) * 3~ VY (AY +-WY)) (A negative) 
(iii) VY 3x A(x, Y) t* 3x VY A(xy, Y) 
(iv) 3~ 3x Nx, Y) t, 3xA((x)o> (x)1). 
(i), (iv) hold in TAPP, (ii) and (iii) require EAC. 0 
We state some facts about r and EAC to be used later; the proofs are given in 
[31, 9.51 (for APP, but they transfer directly to TAPP). 
2.2.2.Theorem. (i) TAPPI-(zrA)[x:=a]t,(z[x:=a]rA[x:=a]). 
(ii) TAPP + EAC k A + there is a term t with TAPP 1 t r A. 
(iii) For negative A, TAPP I- A - 3x (x r A) f, Vx (x r A). 
(iv) TAPP + EAC t A - 3x (x r A). 
(v) TAPP+EACkA e TAPPt-3x(xrA). 
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2.3. Skolem functions and forcing 
We shall prove in this subsection that TAPP + EAC is conservative over HA. 
This is done by the introduction and elimination (by forcing) of Skolem functions 
for arithmetical formulae 3n A(m, n), denoted by .cA. The choice of notation is 
inspired by Hilbert’s c-symbol (see 2.3.15). We start with defining TAPP(c) by 
adding the cA to TAPP. 
2.3.1. Definition. TAPP, is TAPP plus constants cA for every arithmetical 
formula A = A(m, n) of TAPP (so A does not contain constants .sB), and the 
schema &AX: this is 
.&X(A) Vm (3nA(m, n) + ibl (A(m, t2) A n = &Am)) 
for all arithmetical A = A(m, n) of TAPP. 
Remark. Here &AX is equivalent with the somewhat simpler Vm (3nA(m, n)+ 
A(m, &Am)); this is not the case in the weakening TAPP,(A,,)- to be defined in 
2.3.7, where quantification over terms containing E is restricted. 
2.3.2. Definition. The canonical realizer zA of the arithmetical formula A is 
defined inductively by 
TP : = 0 for prime P 
t/,,,B := tzA, zB) 
zA+B * *= kz, 
%I A :=h. tA 
t&A := (&Am, rA[n := &Am]), where m are the free 
variables of 3nA. 
2.3.3. Lemma. For arithmetical A we have 
(i) TAPP,l-A~3x(xrA)~rArA; 
(ii) TAPP + EAC t-A j TAPP, k A. 
Proof. (i) Formula induction. 
A prime, A = B A C: easy. 
A=B+C: by 3x(xr(B-*C))e SVy(yrB-*xyrC) 3 (B+S(zrC)) 
@(B+C)e(%(xrB)-t,rC)@kkz,r(B-,C). 
A=VnB: by 3x(xrVnB) e ZlxVn(xnrB) + Vn3z(zrB) @ hB e 
Vn(t,rB)eh. tgrVtzB. 
A = 3n B(m, n): by 3x (x r 3n B(m, n)) e 3x ((x)1 r B(m, (x)~)) ($ 
3yn (y r B(m, n)) a 3n B(m, n) e B(m, Esrn) ($ B(m, n)[n:= Egm] 
e (z, r B(m, n))[n := +m] e (by 2.2.2(i)) r&z := cSm] r B(m, cgm) 
e ( EBm, tA[n := t+m]) r 32 B(m, n). 
(ii) Follows from (i) and 2.2.2(v). Cl 
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2.3.4. With 2.3.3(“) u , we are one step away from the desired conservation result: 
only 
TAPP, k A j TAPP k A for arithmetical A 
is required. We shall prove this as follows. If TAPP, tA, then TAPP + 
cAX(A,) + - * - + eAX(A,) I-A for some arithmetical A,,, . . . , Ak. These k + 1 
instances can be reduced to a single one, cAX(A,) say, for we have 
TAPP + &AX(A,) + - . - - + &AX(A,) t A + TAPP + &AX(B) I- A 
forAinthelanguageofTAPPandB~f((n=Or\A,)v...v(n=k/\Ak)(nisa 
fresh variable); to see this, take a derivation of A and replace every occurrence of 
ca, by .sBn. We put 
TAPP,(A,J ef TAPP + (the constant E) 
+ (eAX(A,) with E instead of E,_,,,); 
To eliminate E from this theory we define forcing, an interpretation in TAPP. We 
assume that A0 = A,(m, n). 
2.3.5. Definition. Let M = M(x) be a formula of TAPP; we write t EM for 
M(z). M is a monoid if it contains the identity function and is closed under 
function composition, i.e.: 
TAPPt-h.x~M, 
TAPPtf,gEM-,hx.f(gx)EM. 
We use f, g, h, k, . . . for elements of M, and define the binary relation 3 on M 
by 
fzy$ff,gEM/ClhEMVx(fx=g(hx)). 
It is easy to check that 2 is reflexive and transitive, with hr. x ‘as minimal 
element. 
(M, f) It A (f forces A in M) is defined by 
(M, f) IF P efVgsf 3hsgVkah (P[e:=kO]) for prime P 
(M,f)I~(A~B)~f(M,f)ItA/QM,f)ItB 
(M,f)It(A*B)~fVg5f ((M,g)WA-+(M,g)IlB) 
(M, f) II- (Vr A) sfVx ((M, f) IF A) 
(M,f)Il(3xA) sfVgaf 3hsg3x((M,h)IlA). 
We write f II-A if it is not important which monoid M is meant, or if this is clear 
from the context, For Vf EM ((M, f) It-A) we write M IF A or IFA. 
2.3.6. Fact. A @ (M, f) IF A if A does not contain E. 
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The thing to do now would be to prove the soundness of 11 as an interpretation 
of TAPP,(A,J in TAPP. Unfortunately this is not possible: the monoid M,, we 
need to get .dX(A,) forced (2.3.10) does not yield, e.g., M,lt3x (x - E). The 
problem lies in quantification over terms containing E, and forces us to the 
following detour: we define a weakening TAPP,(Ao)- of TAPP,(Ao) for which 
we can prove that IF is sound, and we show that TAPP,(AJ can be interpreted in 
TAPP,(A,,)-. 
2.3.7. Definition. (i) TAPP,(A,,)- is TAPP,(A,J with the axiom schemata VAX, 
3AX restricted to r not containing E and with the axioms for equality and the 
constants (except E) changed into schemes for arbitrary terms (so e.g. Vx (x =x) 
becomes the schema t = r for arbitrary terms r, possibly containing E). 
(ii) The mapping & :TAPP, (A,) --, TAPP, (A,)- is defined by 
xe :=X& (x a variable) 
CE :=c (c a constant) 
(or)& := o&rE 
(o = r)E:= (TE= r& 
(r E N)&:= 3x E N (x = t”). 
‘commutes with the logical constants 
2.3.8. Lemma. (i) TAPP,(AO)- t o = r+ (A[x := a] -A[x := z]). 
(ii) TAPP,(A,J- t (Vx E N A) ‘++Vx~N(A~[xs:=x]), (~xENA)=++~xEN 
(A “[xc : = x]). 
(iii) TAPP,(A,)- FA” *A for A arithmetical and closed. 
(iv) TAPP,(Ao) kA 3 TAPP,(AO)- IA”. 
Proof. (i) Straightforward. We need the term variant of the equality axioms 
here, since we no longer have quantification over all terms. 
(ii) (VxENA)&=Vx(ElyEn(y=xs) -+A”) e VxVyen(y=xe-,A”) e 
Vx E N (A’[xs :=x1); for the last equivalence we use (i), the fact that x occurs 
only in the context XE in A”, and Vy E N 3x (y = XE) (to see this, put x := ky). 
Similarly for the second equivalence. 
(iii) With formula induction, using (ii). 
(iv) Induction over the length of a derivation of A. 
Propositional axioms and rules: trivial. 
VAX: by (i) and the definition of ‘we have (A[x := z])“=A’[x := 3\-~ . t”]; now 
Ls . rE is c-free, so we have VxA”+ (A[x := t])” in TAPP,(Ao)-, i.e., (VAX)“. 
3AX: analogously. 
V-R, 3-R: easy. 
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Axioms for equality and the constants (except E): follow from the correspond- 
ing axioms formulated with terms in TAPP,(A,,)-. 
Induction over N: follows from (ii). 
&AX(Ao): follows from (iii). 0 
Now we look at forcing. For brevity, we put: 
T, ef TAPP(s, A,)- - &AX(A,), 
so T, + cAX(A,) = TAPP(s, A,)-. We first show that, for every monoid M, 
forcing over M is sound for T,. 
2.3.9. Lemma. T, 
Proof. This could be shown directly by induction over the length of a derivation 
of A, but this involves quite a bit of quantifier manipulation. In order to show the 
structure of the argument more clearly, we choose another way via the auxiliary 
modal theory TF and the interpretations q : T, --f TF and lb0 : TF+ TAPP. 















OOA + OA 
IJ(A-*B)+ @A+ q B) 
[7(A-* B)+ (OA-+ OB) 
Vx q At,ClVxA 
03xA e3.r OA. 
So TF is the extension of T, with the intuitionistic logic S4. We remark that 
and 0 are not interdefinable as in the classical case. 
The interpretation q : T,+ Tf is defined by 
PO Zf q OOP (P prime) 
(A A B)O dzfAo A B” 
(A+ B)Osf q (Ao-+ Bn) 
(Vx A)O sfVx (An) 
(3x A)= gf 003x (An). 
q 
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O-forcing k” : TF-+ TAPP is defined by 
(MY f) IF0 P sfp[E:=()] 
Ilo commutes with A, -, V, 3 
(M, f) It-O CIA sf Vg af ((M, g) Ilo A) 
(M, f) IF0 OA ‘kf 3g 2 f ((M, g) IF0 A). 
We shall show (a)-(c); together they yield the desired result. 
(a) T, FA j TFtA” 
(b) CtA + TAPPk(ltOA) 
(c) (M, f)IkA e (M, f)lt”Ao 
Proof of (a). Induction over the length of a derivation of A. Besides (l)-(9), we 
use the following derivable schemata of TF, which follow more or less directly 
from (l)-(9): 
(10) q (A A B)++(OA A q B) 
(11) O(A A B)+- (OA A OB) 
(12) q OO(A A B) -=(no~ A q 0uB) 
(13) q (ClA+B)oO(OA-+OB) 
(14) O(A--+B)-W-+0@ 
(15) OV_XA+VX OA 
(16) 3x CIA+ q 3xA. 
By induction over A we have, using (l)-(16): 
(17) T~~A”~OAnt*Cl~Ao 
Now we can prove (a). Most rules and axioms go easily: we consider a few 
cases. 
34X: (A[x:=t]-+3xA)o=O(A[x:=t]n-+0~3xAo)=O(O~Ao[x:=t]-+ 
q 03xAo): for this last step we used (17) and the fact that t is s-free. The 
last formula is derivable using (l), (7) and (6). 
PR5: ((A A B)+ C)” = q ((Ao A B”)+ Co) e q l(AO+ (Bo+ Co)) e 
q (OAo+ (B”+ Co)) e q (OAo+ q (Be+ Co)) a q (Ao+ q (Be+ Co)) = 
(A+ (B-, C))“, using (17) and (13). 
3-R: (A+ B)O = q (Ao+ B”) + (An+ BD) j (3xA”+B’=‘) j 
q 00(3xAo- B”) + q (003xAo-+ q OBO) + q (U03xAo-+ B”) = 
(~xA+B)~, using (2), (l), (7), (6) and (17). 
Nonlogical axioms (except induction): they all have the form PI A - . - A P,,+ Q 
with PI, . . . , P,, Q prime. Now (assuming it = 2, for simplicity) (PI A P2-, Q) + 
•~~~(PI A &-’ Q) j q (o~~(P, A P,)+’ q OOQ) j q ((nooP, A q OOP,) 
+- q OOQ) = (PI A P2-* Q)O, using (l), (6), (7) and (12). 
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Induction over N: IND( = q (A(O)O A Vx q (O~OiV(x) A A(x)n+A(Sx)n) 
+ Vx q (OOOlv(x)- A(x)O)) and this formula follows from q IND(AO), 
using (3), (6), (lo), (8), (7) and (17). This ends the proof of (a). 
Proof of (b). Induction over the length of a derivation of A. The rules and 
axioms of T, are trivial, and (2)-(9) are checked easily. As to (l), we need 
TAPP k ((M, f) IF B)-+ Vg >f ((M, g) IF B) 
which is proved with induction over B. This ends the proof of (b). 
Proof of (c). Straightforward. Cl 
Now we define the monoid MO in terms of A0 needed to get sAX(A,) forced. 
2.3.10. Definition. 
{f 1 Vm (Vx (fxm = xm) v 3n (AO(m, n) A Vx (fxm = n)))}. 
2.3.11. Lemma. (i) M,, is a monoid. 
(ii) TAPP t (M, IF &AX(A,)). 
Proof. (i) Ax. x E MO is obvious. Now assume f, g E MO and let m be given; by a 
straightforward case distinction, we get Vx (f(gx)m = xm) v 3n (A,(m, n) A 
Vx (f(gx)m = n)), and we conclude f og E M,,. 
(ii) Ma 11 sAX(A,) is equivalent to (using that A0 is s-free): 
Vm Vf (3n A,,(m, n)+ 
.Vg >f 3h >g 3n (A,,(m, n) A Vf’ 2 h 3g’ >f’ Vh’ Z=g’ (n = h’om))), 
and this follows from 
A,(m, n,,) A g E MO+ 3h 2g 31 (A,(m, n) A Vx (n = hxm)), 
which we prove as follows. Assume A,,(m, no), g E M,; by the definition of M,-,, we 
can distinguish two cases: 
(a) Vx (gxm = xm). Define h := )ucy . dnO(xy)my, so hxm = no and hxm’ = xm’ 
if m’#m; hence heMo, hag and Vx(hxm=no), so 3h3g3n(Ao(m,n)A 
Vx (n = hxm)). 
(b) 3n (A,(m, n) A Vx (gxm = n)). Now put h : = g. 
This ends the proof. 0 
2.3.12. Lemma. TAPP( E, A,) k A j TAPP I- A for arithmetical A. 
Proof. If TAPP(&, A,) EA, then (by 2.3.8(iii, iv)) TAPP(&, A,)- FA, so (by 
2.3.9 and 2.3.11) TAPP t- (MO IF A) and TAPP IA, by 2.3.6. 0 
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With the reasoning in 2.3.4 we now have 
2.3.13. Theorem. TAPP + EAC k A + TAPP I- A for arithmetical A. 
2.3.14. Corollary. TAPP + EAC is conservative over HA. 
Proof. By 2.1.2 and 2.3.13. Cl 
2.3.15. Historical remarks. (i) The idea of Skolem functions first appeared in 
[24]. Hilbert introduced in [13] the logical function r(A) or z,(A(a)) with the 
axiom A(z(a))+A(a)); he also mentions the relation with the axiom of choice. 
In classical logic, t(A) can be thought of as the Skolem function of 1A; 
moreover, quantification can be defined with r by 
&~A(a)~~fA(z,(A(a))), 3~A(a)~~lA(t,(lA(a))). 
In [14], Hilbert uses for the first time the symbol E named after him, in the axiom 
A(a)-A(eA). 
(ii) In [9], Goodman proves that HA” + AC is conservative over HA. His 
proof is based on the interpretation (akin to realizability) of HA” into his 
arithmetic theory of constructions ATC; in [8] he showed that ATC is 
conservative over HA via an argument resembling both forcing and the 
elimination of choice sequences. He presents a more direct proof in [lo] using 
what he calls relutivised realizability, a combination of realizability and forcing. 
Beeson gives in [l] another proof in which realizability and forcing are used 
separately. Our proof of TAPP + EAC conservative over TAPP is based on a 
study of Beeson’s argument. 
2.4. Inductive definitions 
In this subsection we add non-iterated inductive definitions to TAPP and to 
HA, and extend the results of the previous subsection. We adopt the following 
set-and-membership notation, with x as the designated variable for predicate 
abstraction: 
r E A dzfA[~ : = t] 
2.4.1. Definition. (i) The extension TAPP(ID) of TAPP is defined as follows. 
First we add unary predicate variables P, Q, . . . to the language, with formulae 
r E P etc.; call this language L1. This language is extended by adding, for every 
L,-formula A in which the predicate variable P occurs only positively (i.e., not in 
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the left-hand side of an implication), the predicate operator AZ’. A and the unary 
predicate Z(AZ’ . A), leading to formulae r E (AZ’. A)(B) and t E Z(AP . A). To 
the rules and axioms, we add (Z ranges over predicate operators): 
P-R A JA[P := B], 
AAX (AP. A)(B) =A[P:= B], 
IDI T(W)) E I(T), 
ID2(T) Z(P) E P+ Z(T) G P. 
(ii) ID1 is defined in the same way, but now starting with HA instead of 
TAPP. 
2.4.2. Fact. All predicate operators r in TAPP(ID) are monotonic, i.e., P E Q +- 
r(P) c r(Q). 
2.4.3. Definition. We extend realizability to TAPP(ID) by 
zr(a~A)E~(u, T) EA’, 
where the mapping ’ is defined by 
P’ ‘kf P for free predicate variables P 
r(A)’ sf r(A’) 
W-Y fEf Z(F) 
A’ gf (x)~ r (A[x : = (x)~]) for A not 
of the form P, r(B) or Z(T) 
(lip. A)lefAP. A’. 
Also 
r, effllp. (((x)0, r(&(.+1) E P), 
u-t ef AXy . zx( axy). 
2.4.4. Lemma. (i) t r (A c B) *Ar c T,(W). 
(ii) &,(c(A)) = r, .(A). 
Proof. Straightforward. Cl 
2.4.5. Lemma. TAPP(ID) + EAC F A + TAPP(ID) k z r A for some term z. 
Proof. We check the new rule and axioms. 
P-R: follows from r r (A[P := B]) f, (z r A)[P : = B’], which is proved with 
induction over A. 
AAX: follows from (A[P := B])’ c* A’[P : = B’], proved analogously. 
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IDl(r): by IDl(r) we have P(Z(P)) E Z(P); using r,,.,(P) = P, we get 
ZYZV)) G LY ,M~)), i.e., Axy . y r (Z(Z(T)) E Z(T)) by 2.4.4(i). 
ID2(T): since Z is monotonic, there is a o realizing P c Q + T(P) E r(Q), i.e. 
(1) Vu (P c r,(Q)-+ WY E rc&-YQ))). 
We want z r (T(P) G P+ Z(T) E P) for some t, i.e. 
(2) Vv (P(P) c G(P)-+ Z(P) c Zm(P)). 
Assume 
(3) Z-(P) E ZXP). 
Taking u := rt~, P:= T,(P), Q := P in (l), we get 
(4) Z-V”(P)) G Z&&V)). 
(3) implies (using 2.4.4(ii)): 
(5) Z&,(~(P)) E Z&J,. “W. 
Combining (4) and (5): 
(6) Z-YL(P)) E rm+, . v(P)- 
Now if zv = a(m) - v, then 
(7) ZVX)) G LJ(P)t 
so by ID2(P) we get Z(P) G T,(P), the conclusion of (2). So we are ready if 
x~ = a(m) - v holds. Here we use the fixed point operator (p mentioned in 2.1.2: 
put tdgf ~(AuJ . a(m) - v), then 
xV = qJ(;lx?J . a(m) - v)v = (Am. a(m) - v)zv = a(tv) - 2.J. 0 
Now we turn to forcing. We fix a monoid M and an extension T of TAPP with 
c-symbols, for which forcing over M is sound. T is extended to T(ID) by adding 
inductive definitions as in 2.4.1(i). 
2.4.6. Definition. Forcing for T(ID) is defined as in 2.3.5, extended with 
fIt(t~A)~~(r,f) eAF, 
where the mapping F is defined by 
PF sf P for free predicate variables P 
r(A)F Ef p(AF) 
ZVF) SZ(Z+) 
AF sf (x)~ IF (A[x := (x),,]) for A not 
of the form P, I’(B) or Z(T) 
(AZ’. A)FsfAP. AF. 
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We also put 
]f) Sf {n I @)I an* 
2.4.7. Lemma. f It- (A c B) -AF c ([f)+ BF). 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
2.4.8. Lemma. II- is sound for T(ID). 
Proof. We check the new rule and axioms. 
P-R: follows from (f IF A[P : = B]) c* (f Ik A)[P : = BF]. 
AAX: with (A[P := B])F~AF[P := BF]. 
IDl(Z-): by IDl(rF), we have TF(I(TF)) z Z(TF); as Z(TF) G ([3Llr. x)+ Z(TF)), 
we get TF(Z(TF)) E ([Ax. x)+Z(TF)), i.e., 3u:. x It- (T(Z(ZJ) c_ Z(T)). 
ID2(T): we want Ik(T(P) E P+ Z(r) G P), i.e., for all f E M 
(8) YF(P) G (V) + P) --* ZVF) c (]f)* P). 
So assume YF(P) c ([f) - P). This implies 
(9) (]f)-+ ZF(P)) G (]f)-+ P)* 
Since r is monotonic, we have f It- Q E P+ r(Q) E r(P), i.e., Q E ([f)+ P)+ 
r’(Q) E U.0 - rFW); now take Q := ([f)+ P), then r’([f)+ P) s ([f)+- 
YF(P)). With (9) this yields r”([f)+ P) G ([f)+ P); combining this with 
ID2(rF) gives Z(TF) E ([f)+ P), the conclusion of (8). 0 
2.4.9. Theorem. TAPP(ID) + EAC k A + TAPP(ID) k A for arithmetical A. 
Proof. Completely similar to the reasoning in 2.3, using the soundness results 
2.4.5 and 2.4.8. Cl 
2.4.10. Corollary. TAPP(ID) + EAC is conservative over IDr. 
Proof. Follows from 2.4.9 and a straightforward extension of the proof that 
TAPP is conservative over HA (see 2.2). Cl 
2.5. Extensional types 
This subsection is a digression to the basic theory ML, of extensional types by 
P. Martin-L6f: ML0 is the fragment without universes of the theories presented in 
[21], [22]. As a starting point we take the exposition given in [31, Ch. 111, but 
drop the type formation operator + (which is definable: see [31, 11.5.51, [29]). 
We prove here that ML,, is conservative over HA. This is done by defining 
extensional realizability e for TAPP, which can be considered as the composition 
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of the interpretations *:HA- MLo and * : MLO+=TAPP, extended to the full 
language of TAPP; the rest of the argument closely follows the argument given in 
2.4. Finally we discuss the problem of axiomatising e. 
The interpretations n : HA + ML0 and * : ML,+ TAPP are defined by (after 
[31,11.4.8,11.6.4]): 
(s = t)^ EfI(N, s”, t^) 
(Ar\B)^eff~AAl.B^ 
(A+B)^~ff EA^. B^ 
(VnA)^ ef12iz E N. A’- 
(3nA)” zfZn EN. A^, 
N* fzf {(x, x) 
Z(A s, t)* gf ((0, 0) 
(ILr EA. B)*Ef{(f, g) 
(BEA. B)* Ef{(x,y) 
XEN} 
(S*, t*) EA*} 
~XY ((K Y) E A* + (fk gy) E B*)l 
((x)0, (Y)o) eA* A (@)I, (Y)I) E B*b := (x)01)- 
From 11.5.7 (E-HA” + AC tA *ML,,/- t EAI for some t) and 11.6.5 (if 
ML,, t rj 8, then APP I- r* + 6*) in [31] it follows that 
A is a sentence with HA I-A 
j there is a closed term with ML,, I- t E A^; 
ML,ts=teA j TAPPk(s*, t*)eA*. 
Extensional realizability in TAPP is defined by 
(a, r) e (pl = p2) sf (a = r = 0) A (pl = p2) 
(a, r)e(pEN) %fp=o=zeN 
(o, r) e (A A B) Sf (((ok, (r)J e A) A (((ok (x)1) e B) 
(a, t)e(A-B) Effxy((x,y)eA-,(ox, zy)eB) 
(a, r) e (VxA) eftlx ((a, z) e A) 
(a, z) e @A) ef3x ((a, r) eA). 
z e A abbreviates (z, r) e A. We have the following properties of e: 
2.51. Lemma. (i) e defines a symmetric relation, i.e., (a, z) e A * (t, a) e A. 
(ii) (u, t)eVnAt,Vn ((cm, rn)eA). 
(iii) (a, z)e3nA-(~)~=(z),~N A ((a),, (~)~)eA[n := (a),]. 
(iv) For A in HA (considered us a subtheory of TAPP) we have 
TAPPk(u, t)~A”*t,(u, z)eA. 
(v) TAPP k A j TAPP k z e A for some closed term t. 
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Proof. (i)-(iii) Straightforward. 
(iv) Induction over A, using (ii) and (iii). 
(v) As for r, with some modifications. VAX and 3AX are realized by hr. x; 
for V-R and 3-R we have that the conclusion is e-realized by the same term as the 
premiss (using that this term is closed). q 
For arithmetical A, we define the canonical e-realizer a, in the theory TAPP,: 
up=* := 0 
apelgl :=p 
UAhB := (o‘4A,%3> 
uA-8 * *= ku, 
%I A :=h. oA 
uZ,,,A := (&Am, uA[n := &Am]). 
Notice the difference with rA, the canonical r-realizer of A defined in 2.3.2: 
upeN = p, but rpeN = 0. Analogously to 2.3,3(i), we have for arithmetical A: 
TAPP,~Ao3xy((x,y)eA)t,3x(xeA)t,U,eA. 
Now we can show that ML, is conservative over HA. Let A be an HA-sentence 
which holds in MLo, i.e. for which there is a term t with ML,tt EAT. Then 
TAPPkt* EAT*, so TAPPtt* e A, hence TAPP, FA; by 2.3.12 and the reason- 
ing in 2.3.4 we have TAPP k A and finally HA k A. 
2.5.2. Remarks. (i) It is tempting to think that (x,y) e A is a transitive relation in 
x and y; however, the obvious attempt to prove this breaks down at A = 32 B(z), 
for we do not have in general 
32 ((P, o) e B(z)) A 3.2 ((0, r) e B(z))+ 3.2 ((P, r) e B(z)). 
Neither are we able to derive (a, r) e A--f u e A. As a consequence, we have no 
proof of the projectiveness of e: this is the property 
3.x~ (6, Y) e A) ++ 3~ ((w v) e WY ((x, Y) e A))). 
Thus the (obvious) way towards an axiomatisation result for e is blocked. 
Another attempt (which also fails) runs as follows. Define extensional types 
{0}, ZV, S x T and S + T and formulate the axiom schemes EXAC (extensional 
axiom of choice) and EUP (extensional uniformity principle): 
EXAC Vx E S (Ax --* 3y E T B(x, y))+ Elf E (S j T) tlx E S (Ax - B(x, fx)) 
(A negative). 
EUP Vx 3y E TA(x, y) - 3y E T Vx A(x, y). 
Then TAPP + EXAC + EUP k A - 3x (x e A) and EUP is e-realizable, but 
EXAC is not. 
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(ii) Other versions of extensional realizability have been defined and studied in 
[2, XI.221 and [12]. Our definition differs from those in the treatment of 
quantification. 
3. Extended bar induction 
In this section, we study the principle of extended bar induction (EBI, see 1.2). 
The main result (3.5.8, 3.5.9) will be that TAPP* + EBIE and EL* + EBI: both 
are arithmetically equivalent with IDi. The steps of the argument are: 
(i) We define in 3.1 an extension TAPP* of TAPP with sequence variables, in 
which EBI: can be formulated properly. 
(ii) TAPP* is extended in 3.2 with tree variables, inductively defined sets and 
choice sequence axioms to T:, in which EBI: is derivable. 
(iii) T: is in 3.4 interpreted in T2, a theory without sequence variables defined 
in 3.3.1, by an interpretation that can be considered both as forcing and as an 
elimination translation in the sense of [20] and [28]. 
(iv) In 3.5.2, T2 is reduced to T3, a theory without tree variables. 
(v) T3 is shown in 3.5.3 to be contained in TAPP(ID) + EAC, which is 
conservative over ID1 (2.4.10). 
(vi) Using a result by Sieg [4], we observe in 3.5.6 that ID1 and the subtheory 
IDi are arithmetically equivalent. 
(vii) Finally we show in 3.5.7 that ID1(0) is contained in TAPP + EBI& which 
closes the circle. 
3.1. Basic definitions 
3.1.1. To formulate EBI: we extend TAPP to TAPP* by adding new variables 
m, B, . . . for sequences of objects; they may occur without restriction in terms 








(a not free in B) 
VAX,,oVaAa-+A/l 
3AXsEQA/3-3aAa. 






vx 3cY vn (xn = CYn) 
Vd 3Y vn (m = (a-4 Pn)) 
Vcm 3/l (/lo =x A Vn (B(n + 1) = an)). 
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N. B. The axioms Vx Ax + A t, A z- 3x Ax remain restricted to t E Z’(TAPP); 
as a consequence, we do not have, e.g., 3x (x = (Y). 
3.1.2. Remark. TAPP* is the first part of extending TAPP to TT, a theory with 
choice sequences (see 3.2). In this sense, TAPP* is comparable with EL* (see 
[27,5.2]). 
It is consistent o assume a, /I, . . . in TAPP* to be lawlike (if we consider the 
objects of TAPP to be lawlike). This follows from 
(1) TAPP*XlVtx 3x Vn (cm =xrz), 
a consequence of 3.1.4. So the sequences (Y, /I, . . . in TAPP* are not really 
choice sequences yet-that requires CS-like axioms, viz. ECSl-4 in 3.2.1. See 
also 3.2.6. 
3.1.3. The interpretation A- of a formula A = A(a, p, . . .) of TAPP* in TAPP 
is straightforward: replace the sequence variables cx, /I, . . . by object variables 
a, b, . . . . 
3.1.4. Lemma. TAPP* F A 3 TAPP F A-. 
Proof. Straightforward. Cl 
3.1.5. Corollary. TAPP* is conservative over TAPP. 
3.1.6. The sequences cr, /.I, . . . we introduced above can be looked at from two 
points of view: 
(i) as objects (not in the range of the variables x, y, . . . of TAPP) with some 
special properties as stated in the axioms: the corresponding equality is (Y = /I, 
equality between objects; 
(ii) as sequences of objects (~0, cul, . . . : here the appropriate equality is 
(Y = /3, where = is defined by 
(a= r) := v?z (an = rn). 
Warning. The r61e of =, = is not the same as in other publications on choice 
sequences. 
Now it is the second point of view which concerns us here, and we would like 
to have the following substitution property: 
(2) cu-f?-+(Acl:t,A/i?). 
(2) is derivable in TAPP* in case LY occurs regularly in Aa, i.e., only in contexts 
at where t is a natural number. 
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3.1.7. Definition. (i) A formula A of TAPP* is called regular if all its free 
sequence variables occur regularly in A. 
(ii) A formula A is called totally regular if all its (free and bound) sequence 
variables occur regularly in A. 
We do not want to restrict our formal language to regular formulae in order to 
obtain (2): that would require a complicated definition of different sorts of terms, 
conflicting with the type-free and flexible character of TAPP. To be able to 
formulate a weaker but valid version of (2), we use a well-known method for 
making predicates extensional: define 
A(q, . . . , an)” := 3/3, - - * P,(n, = /11 A - - - A a, = $ A A(&, . . . , &)); 
here a,, . . . , an are the sequence variables occurring free in A. Now A’ is always 
regular and we have, in TAPP*: 
A-AC, 
A -Ae for regular A, 
a = /3 + ((A CY)~ f* (Ap)“). 
3.1.8. Some notation and conventions. A finite sequence x0, . . . , x,-~ is coded 
by an object f iff: 
(3) [;Fi;?)=x. (O<i<n). I - 
This coding is not unique, of course: one easily constructs f, g with f0 = g0 = 12, 
Vi < n (f(i + 1) = g(i + 1)) and f(n + 1) #g(n + 1). However, we shall write 
(x0, * * * , x,_~) for f satisfying (3), but only in cases where no ambiguity can 
occur. 
It is not hard to define in TAPP the functions (e)., lth, *, n, -, ( ) satisfying 
((x0, . . . ,x,-~))~=x~ (OCi<n) 
lth((x,, . . . , x,_~)) = n 
(%.I, * * * , %-I) * (Yo, . . . 7 Ym-I) = (&.I, * * * 9 -&I-l, yo, . . . 7 Ym-1) 
f=(x) 
lth(())=O 
in = (UO, . . . ) a(n - 1)). 
The equivalence relation - between finite sequences is defined by 
x -y := (lthx = lthy E N A Vi <lthx((x)i = (Y)~). 
* is also used to denote concatenation of a finite sequence with an infinite one: if 
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a is (thought of as) an infinite sequence a0, al, . . . , then 
((x0, * . * , x,-~) *a)m = i 
&n if m < 12, 
a(n-m) ifmsn. 
In the sequel, we shall often use the notation Q, defined by 
&:=Aa. C#$X*u). 
3.1.9. The set-and-membership notation of 2.4 is extended with 
AjB:=A+B. 
We also put 
ZEX :=lthxeN/\Vi<lthx(ri=(x)J 
teA :=Vn (rn EA) 
ZEA,:=X*TEA 
N <CO :=lthxENr\Vi<lthx((~)~EN) 
N” :=Vn(xneN) 




3.1.10. To the equivalence relations - (for finite sequences) and = (for sets), we 
add: 
o=z := Vn (on = z-n), 
f$=A~:=vCYEA(f$~=~~) 
f=Ag :=vaeA (fa!=gcu). 
These relations satisfy the following properties. 
3.1.11. Lemma. (i) x -y A (Y E x + (Y E y. 
(!!; ; 
-y AXEA ATree + yeA. 
-y --;, x*(Y=y*cY. 
(iv) x -y A Tree(A) + A, = A,,. 
(v) a=/3 + tin--j3n. 
(vi) (Y /3 A Ly EX + jT? EX. 
(Vii) $J =A I/ A X E A A Tree(A) + r#JX =A, &. 
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(viii) A = B += A = B. 
(ix) A = B A Tree(A) + Tree(B). 
(x) Tree(A) --, A =A( 1. 
Proof. Easy. q 
3.1.12. Definition of EBb. We define 
Bar(A, P) : = Va E A 3n P(h), 
Mon(A, P):=Vxy (x*y EA ~Px+P(x*y)), 
Ind(A,P) :=Vx~A(tly(x*~~A+P(x*~))+Px). 
Now EB&,(A, P) reads 
Tree(A) A Bar(A, P) A Mon(A, P) A Ind(A, P)- P( ). 
EBIO(A) is EB&,(A, P) for all reguZurP E Z(TAPP*), and EBI; is EBI,,(A) for all 
A E Z’(TAPP) (hence roof containing sequence variables). BI is defined as 
EBI,(N-). 
3.2. An applicative theory with choice sequences 
In this section we define the theory TT and show, among other things, that 
T: I- EBI;. 
3.2.1. The language of T: consists of that of TAPP* plus variables S, T, . . , for 
trees and the constants U (the universal tree) and ZO (for inductively defined sets 
of functions). TT has tree terms, defined as follows: 
(i) U and all tree variables are tree terms. 
(ii) If V, W are tree terms, then so is V x W. 
(iii) If V is a tree term and t a term, then V, is a tree term. 
New prime formulae are r E V and r E I,(V), V a tree term. We assume x, [ lo, 
[ I1 to be defined satisfying 
Now we 
‘W-R 
(x0, . . . , &-I) x (Yo7 * * * Y Yn-1) = ((x07 YLJP * ’ * 9 h-1, Yn-I)>, 
[(x09 . . . 7 xn-l)]i = ((-%)i, . . . p C-G-*)i) (i = 0, 1). 
can give the new rules and axioms of TF: 
A-B 
A-+VTB 
(T not free in A) 
A-B 
3TA-*B 
(T not free in B) 
VTA(T)+A(S) 
A(S)- 3TA(T) 
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TRAXS Tree(A)+ 3 T (T = A) for A E K(TAPP) 
(i.e. A E Z(TAPP), A negative) 
TRAX6 VT tlx (x E T+ 3s (S = T,)) 
TRAX7 VTT’ 3s (S = T x T’) 
TRAX8 Z,(T) = Z,,( T( ,). 
In I&X1-3, IrAX we use 4, f as variables of TAPP (i.e. ranging over 
objects). In the rest of this chapter, we shall often use $J and 1~, for elements of 
some Z,(T), and f, g, h, . . . for elements of some I,@, T). 
I,,AXl Va E F ($(Y =x)+ $J E Z,,(T) 
I&L2 V~ET(~~~Z~(T;))-,~EZ,(T) 
I&X3 VXETV~[~~V~ET;(~~~=~)VV~ET,(~,,-EP(X*~)) ---, #EZ’~] 
IlAX Va ES Vf E I@, T) El/3 E T (p =fa). 
Here Zr is defined by 
+ Vx E T (Z,(K) c P(x)) 
f E Z&Y, T) -Vn (hr. fxn E lo(S)) A Vu E 3 (fu E p). 
In the next five axioms, A and B contain no free sequence variables besides 
those shown. 
ECSl Vu E FAa+ Va E TAa for prime A 
ECS2 VT V’f E Z,(T, U)(V LYYE TA(fc++Vcu E TB(fa))+Va(Acu-+Ba) 
ECS3 Va E 7 3xA(a, x) -+ 3c#1 E Z,(T) VLY E TA(a, $m) 
ECS4 V~~ET~PA(~,~)~~~EZ~(T, U)ke~A((~,f~) 
EAC Vx(Ax-+3yB(x,y))+3fVx(Ax--+B(x,fx)) A negative. 
3.2.2. Remarks. (A) Not all tree terms V satisfy Tree(V): e.g., for V = T, this is 
only the case if r E T. 
(B) By Iw~X~-~,&,(T) is an inductively defined set of functions $J defined on 
sequences LY with Vn (&z E T) (so a is an “infinite branch” of T). I&Xl states 
that all constant functions @ are in Z,,(T), by I&X2 one can prove, e.g., that 
Aa. cue, la. al,. . . are in Z,(T); the schema IOAX3 expresses that Z,,(T) is the 
smallest set satisfying I&Xl and IOAX2. 
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Z,(S, T) is a set of functions from s to T, and consists by definition of those 
functions the projections of which are elements of Z,(S). 
Z,(T), I,($ T) are soimetimes called IO- resp. II-sets. They are investigated in 
(C) Comparing TF with CS* in [28], we observe the following differences 
(besides the choice of APP resp. EL as basic system): 
(i) T: has tree variables, whereas CS* has type constants (types are subsets of 
N)* 
It is shown in [28, 2.5,2.6] that EB&,(A) (EBI”(A) in the notation used 
there), A a subtree of N<,, can be reduced to EBI,(B<“), Z3 G N; however, this 
method of reduction is based on decidable equality on N, and can therefore not 
be applied in our context (unless we would restrict EBIF, to subtrees of NC,). 
Tree variables in T: are needed to formulate the axiom ECS2; it is weaker than 
its counterpart in CS*. 
(ii) The functionals in Z,(T), Z,(S, T) are not coded by neighbourhood 
functions as in CS* (using K,, K,,,), but are directly present in TT; this allows a 
more direct treatment (cf. 3.3). 
(iii) The trees in TT for which Z,(S) is defined can be seen as trees definable in 
TAPP; hence I&X1-3 may be thought of as a schema of non-iterated inductive 
definitions. In CS*, however, the defining formula of a type u may contain 
inductively defined sets K,, which makes the defining axioms of the K, equivalent 
to jinitely iterated inductive definitions. 
3.2.3. We now give some properties of TT. In some proofs, we use facts about IO, 
Z1 which are proved afterwards in 3.3. 
3.2.4. Lemma. VT 3a (a E F). 
Proof. Tree(T), so Vx E T 3y (x *9 E T). With EAC: 3f Vx E T (x * (fx) E T). 
Now define 
aO:=f( ), a(n + 1) :=f(an), 
then Vn (iin E T). 0 
3.2.5. Corollary. VT 3a (LX E F) (by SEQAX2). 
We show that TT is a proper extension of TAPP*. 
3.2.6. Lemma. TT tlVa 3x Vn (xn = wz). 
Proof. Assume Vcu 3x Vn (XX = (at), then (by ECS3) Va Vn (@cm = m) for 
some 9 eZo(U). But by 3.3.10.(‘) 1 such a $ is continuous, so the value of $a is 
determined by an initial segment of LY :contradiction. Cl 
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3.2.7. Corollary. T: properly extends TAPP*. 
Proof. Combine 3.2.6 with (1) in 3.1.2. Cl 
3.2.8. Definition. We define four schemata: EAD, ECM’, ECS3’ and ECS4’. 
EAD is a weakening of the axiom of analytic data AD in [28]; ECS2’ is a 
relativized version of ECS2; ECS3’ and ECS4’ are extensions of ECS3 and ECS4 
to arbitrary regular formulae A. 
EAD Acx+3T3f~Z,(T, U)(~BE~(~B=~~)AVBE~A(~S)) 
ECM VSVf EZ~(S, T)(V~~EA(fa)~tla~SB(f~))~tl~~ F (Acw+Ba) 
In EAD, ECS2’, A contains no free sequence variables besides (Y. 
ECS3’ Va E T 3xA(a, x)+ 3s 3y E s 3# E I@ x T) Va E TA(cY, @(y x (u)) 
ECS4’ Va: E T 3/3A(a, /3)-+ 3S 3y E 3 3f E Z,(S x T, U) Va E FA(a, f(y x a)) 
In ECS3’, ECS4’, A is regular and may contain free sequence variables besides (Y. 
3.2.9. Lemma. (i) EAD and ECS2 are equivalent, i.e. 
T: - ECS2 F ECS2 t* EAD . 
(ii) TT t ECS2’. 
Proof. (i)(h) By logic, we have 
VS Vg E I,($ U)(V(w E SA(ga)) 
+ Va E s 3T 3f E Z,(T, U)(3/3 E F (f/3 = gcu) A VP E TA(f/?)); 
to see this, take T : = S, f := g. So, by ECS2 we have 
Va (AcY+ 3T 3f E Z,(T, U)(3/3 E F (f/3 = a) A V/3 E FA(f/3))) 
i.e. EAD. 
(+) Assume 
(1) VT Vf E Z,(T, U)(V(u E ~A(fa)+Va e FB(fa)), 
take any a and assume Aa. By EAD: 
3s 3g E I,(& U)(3/3 E s (g/9 = (u) A V/3 E s A(g/I)) 
~0, by (1) 
3s 3g E I,($ U)(gp E s (gp = a) A b’@ E SA(gj3)) 
and hence Z?a, by the substitution property of =. 
(ii) Easy, take (Y E T A A(m) for A. 0 
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3.2.10. Lemma (i) For regular A, we have in TT 
(2) Va E s V/3 E FA(a; j3) f*Va ES x TA(n,g, qcr) 
(see 3.3.6 for a definition of no, nl). 
(ii) T: 1 ECS3’, ECS4’. 
Proof. (i) BySEQAX3,wehaveV@ESV@e~‘3yeSXT(y=oX/3)(cuXfiis 
defined in 3.3.6) and, by 3.3.8.(v) and IiAX, we also have Vy ES X T3a E 3 
38 E F (nay = LY A nly = /3). Together with the substitution property for = w.r.t. 
regular formulae (3.1.7) this yields (2). 
(ii) We first prove ECS3’. Assume 
Va E F 3xA(c~, x) 
where A is regular. Without loss of generality we assume that A contains as free 
sequence variables besides (Y only /IO and /3i, so A = A(@, x, /ISo, PI). Let 
/3 := PO x /Ii. Then, by (i) 
Va! E F 3xA(a; x, no/l, q/3). 
By EAD (which is derivable in T:, by 3.2.9.(i)), there are S, f E I,(& V), y. E 3 
with fyo = p and 
Vy E s Vo, E F 3x A(o, x, no(fyh dfy)). 
APPLY (i): 
Vo E S X T 3~ A(~oK x, no(f(nio)), .ni(f(~~a))). 
Now with ECS3: 
34 e I,@ X T) VCY ES X TA(JGo~, #a, no(f(~~a)), r~(f(~~o))) 
which is equivalent to 
B$ e Zo(S X T) VY E s VW E F’A(o, 9(r X a), no(fy), JG~Y)) 
hence (take y := yo, and use fyo = ~3, /z? = PO x /I1 and (i)) 
3@ e ZoCJ x T) Va E FA(a; HYO x 4, PO, BJ 
so 
3S 3y E s &#J E Z,(S x T) Va E FA(a; $(y x a), Bo, /II). 
ECS4’ is derived analogously. 0 
3.2.11. Definition. EIUS, extended induction over unsecured sequences, is 
defined by 
EIUS VSV~E~V~#MZ~(SXT)~-I(SXT~N) 
(Va E TQ(g(@(r x 4)) A MOW, Q> A InW, Q>- Q( )>. 
3.2.12. Lemma. TT F EIUS. 
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$ E P(x) := $ E ((S x T),+N) A Va E T; Q(x * a(#(~ x cz))) 
A Mon( 7’, Q) A Ind( T, Q) 
to prove 
vxETvyESV~Ezo((SxT),)n((SxT),~N) 
(Va: E T, Q(x * %HY x a))) * MoW’, Q> A InW’, Q>+ Q(x)); 
then take x := ( ). For details, see 3.2.1 and 5.7.4 in [20]. 0 
3.2.13. Lemma. TT t EBI,(A) for A E Z(TAPP). 
Proof. Assume Tree(A), then A = T for some T (by TRAXS); and by ECS3’ 
vex E 7 3n P(&r) ~~~~~ES~~EZ~(SXT)~(SXT~N) 
VCX E FP(&($(y x a))) 
for regular P. Now apply EIUS. Cl 
3.2.14. Theorem. T: t EB&(A) for all A E Z’(TAPP). 
Proof. Z(TAPP). By 2.2.1 we have x EA f, 3y A-(x, y) for some 
A- E Z(TAPP). A ssume Tree(A), Bar(A, P), Mon(A, P), Ind(A, P), and 
define 
Xk : = An . ((x),)&, 
so (x,, . . . iXn-dk = ((do, . . * 7 (Xk-I)& and put 
x E B := lthx E N A Vn <lthxA-(x”, ((x),)J, 
Q(x) := P(xLthx). 
x E B means: xlthx E A and, for every it < lthx, ((x),), is the ‘witnessing 
information’ that xn E A. 
One easily derives Tree(B), Bar(B, Q), Mon(B, Q), Ind(B, Q); hence by 
3.2.13 (observe that B E 2’-(TAPP)) Q( ), so P( ) (for ( )” = ( )). 0 
3.3. Inductively defined functionals 
Here we establish the properties of 
this, we define the theories T: and T2. 
Z,, Z, that are needed in 3.2 and 3.4. For 
3.3.1. Definition. T; is obtained from TT by omitting the axioms ECSl-4; if we 
also drop the sequences variables cu, /3, . . . , their axioms and rules, and replace 
a; /3 in IaXl, 3 and IrAX by the object variables a, b, we get the theory T2. So 
T2 is an extension of TAPP + EAC with tree variables and inductively defined 
sets of functionals. 
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3.3.2. Lemma. Tz !-A j T2 F A-, where - : Tz+ T2 is the extension of the 
mapping - of 3.1.3 to Tz. 
Proof. As in 3.1.3. Cl 
3.3.3. Corollary. Tz is conservative over T2. 
3.3.4. Lemma. In T: we have: 
(i) a!~pr\~uEAr\~ZIo(T)-,~a=~B. 
(ii) a=/l A WE T Af EZl(T, S)-*fcX=f/3. 
(iii) $ =rly A f#~ E Z,(T)+ $) E Z,(T). 
(iv) f y-g A f E Z,(T, S)+g E Z,(T, s). 
(v) s E T+ Z,(T) E Z,(S). 
(vi) &ETIAGc$-~ZI(G, T~)cZI(&,S). 
(vii) GEZdT)+@=7-@(). 
Proof. (i), (iii) and ( v are proved using I,,AX3, taking for C$ E P(x) respectively ) 
bh/3(a!ET,A cY=~-#(Y=@@, 
W (q Y, 4-+ 3 E MT,)) and 9 E Wx); 
also TRAX8 is used. 
(ii), (iv), ( vi ) f 11 o ow from (i), (iii), (v) and the definiton of Zi. 
(vii) follows from (i) (for cy = ( ) * a). 0 
3.3.5. Lemma. (i) Tz k c$ E Z,,(T) -Vy E T (lthy = n- @,, E lo(q)). 
(ii) Let C$ E Z,(T), + E F + N. Then 
W (Va E F (%c$W, E Z,(T,o,,)) f, V E Zo(T)). 
Proof. (i)Thecasen=Ofollowsfromlthy=Oc*y-0, T=T,,and@=,~Z5~~. 
For n = 1, t follows with I&X2, --, with I&3 where C#J E P(x) := Vj E TX 
(& E I,( T, .9)). For n > 1, use induction over N. 
(ii) Use (i) and I&X3 with 
3.3.6. Definition. We define 
~X#l:=An.(ckn, /3n) 
JlJj := km . (Cm)i (i = 0, 1) 
x*:=3L(Y.x*(Y 
f@g:=kYn.(fan,gan) 
f og:=ACY. f(gcu). 
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3.3.7. Lemma. (i) Vn (h.a . m c &o(T)). 
(ii) V# E Z,(T) Vx (ncu. X(&Y) E Z,(T)). 
(iii) V@, W E Zo(T)(ka. (@s 1c1a) E Z,(T)). 
Proof. (i) Induction over N, using I&Xl, 2. 
(ii) Induction over IO. 
(iii) Double induction over Z,. Cl 
3.3.8. Lemma. (i) rla. @a + 1 E Z,(T). 
(ii) Acu. (Y E Z,(T, T). 
(iii) 9, $J E ZO( T)+ Aa. max(&r, T&Y) E Z,(T). 
(iv) x E T+x* E Z,(T,, T). 
(V) JlTi E Zl(To x T,, T) (i = 0, 1) 
(vi) V’f E Z&T T,) Vg E Zl(K T,)(f @ g E Z&K T X T,)). 
Proof. (i) By 3.3.7(ii). 
(ii) By 3.3.7(i) and the definition of Z1. 
(iii) Combine 3.3.7(i), (ii). 
(iv) Use I&Xl, 3.3.7(i) and the definition of Zr. 
(v) By 3.3.7(i) and the definition of Z,. 
(iv) By 3.3.7(iii). Cl 
For the important Lemma 3.3.11 we need not only to know that all $J E Z,(T) 
are continuous, but also that any such 4 has a modulus 6 E Z,(T) f~ (i? + N) which 
is also its own modulus; analogously for Z,(S, T). 
3.3.9. Definition. Let 9 E Z,(T), f E Z,(S, T). 
(i) 6mod~:=6~(~~~)~Va;6~~(~(6~)=B(g~)~~(y=~B). 
(ii) 6 E M,(T) := 6 E Z,(T) A 6 mod 6. 
(iii) d Modf := d E (N j (s j N)) A Vn Va;S E s (h(dna) = &dn(u)*& =fsn). 
(iv) d E M,(S) := Vn (dn E M,,(S)). 
3.3.10. Lemma. (i) V$ E Z,,(T) 36 E &(T)(6 mod $J). 
(ii) Vf E Z,(S, T) 3d E &(S)(d Modf). 
Proof. (i) Use I&X3 with 9 E P(x) := 36 E M,(T,)(6 mod @). 
-Vae T,($a!=y): take 6:=;la. 0. 
- Assume VjJ E T, 36 E M,( T’ * ,)(S mod &). By EAC: 
30 Vy E T, (Dy E M,(T, *9) A Dy mod &). 
Define 
6’ := 3ccY. D(cuo)&z. cY(n + 1)) + 1, 
then 6’ E Z,(c) (by I&X2 and 3.3.8(i)), 6’ mod 9 and 6’ mod 6’. 
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(ii) Assume f E Z,(S, T), so by the definition of Zi we have Vn (Lx. jkn E 
lo(S)). With (i): 
Vn 36 E M,,(S)(6 mod 3c(u. fan); 
using EAC, we find some D with 
Vn (on E M,(S) A Dn mod ~LCK . j&r). 
Now define d by 
1 
dO:= DO, 
d(n + 1) := Aa. max(dncu, D(n + l)(y), 
then d E M,(S) (by 3.3.8(iii), induction over n) and d Modf. q 
3.3.11. Lemma (Closure of IO- and Ii-sets under composition). 
(i) V& e Z,(S) V. l Zi(S, T)(G of e Z0)). 
(ii) Vf e Z,(S, T) Vg l Zi(S’, S)(fog l Zi(S’, T)). 
Proof. (i)_We use I,,AX3 with $I E P(x) := VT V’f E Z,(T, S,)(C#I of E Z,(T)). 
- Va E &(@a = y): then @ of is also constant on T, and (by I&Xl) in Z,,(T). 
- Assume 
(1) VY l Sx VT Vf E 4(T, Sx +)G#yf E 4,(T)), 
and let g EZ~(T, S,). Then Aa. gcxOEZ,,(T), so by 3.3.1O(ii), 6 mod Aa. gcu0 for 
some 6 E M,(T). Now let (Y E F be arbitrary and define z : = g&. Then 
VP l T,&g(G4 * B)O = 2). 
Define 
h :=n/3n. g(&(ba)*/3)(n + l), 
then, by 3.3.7(i), for all n 
@I. Wn = AS. g(3W * B)(n + 1) E &G~~n~), 
so h E Zl(Tcc6nj, &) by the definition of Zi. Now 
q$Oh=A/3. +((g(h(bn)*j3)O)*kz.g(h(ba)*/3)(n+l)) 
= @I * @k(~(~4 *@)I = G#JO&(&rt.,. 
By (l), &oh E Z,,(T,,,,,), so with 3.3.5(ii) we have @ og E Z,(T). 
(ii) Easy, use ila. ((f og)cu)n = (hr. (fa)n)og, (i) and the definition of Z,. Cl 
3.3.12. Lemma. Let 6 E M,(T), and let A satifi 
(2) Wx E T Vpq (Va E %(~a = q4+ (A@, p) ++A@, 4))). 
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Proof. (i) Assume Va E 7 3# E Zo(T~~d,~ )A(&(&Y), #). Using EAC, we find a 
@ with 
(3) Va! E F (@a E Z,,(Tsc6aj) A A(ii(Gcr), @a)). 
We also have, by 3.25, Vx E T 3/? (#I E c); EAC gives us an F with Vx E T (Fx E 
z), i.e., VX E T (x * Fx E F). 
Now define, for (Y E F: 
m6 := &(&Y) * F(&(&Y)), 
then ran ET and 6((us)= &Y (for 6 mod 6) so &6(S(~6))= (u(6a); also by 
6modS 
(4) VP E %@&(+a) * B)s = ad). 
Define 
t+!~ : = Aa. ( @as)(iln . cr(n + 6&u)), 
then, by (4), 
(5) VP E ~&~sa)(%%Y~B = @%uss)* 
Now (3) gives 
Vcu E F (@cys E Z,(T,+,) A A(ik(Ga), @cQ)) 
so, with (2) and (5) 
Va: E F (%(an) E &G(6a)) A A($ha), I,%+-,)). 
With 3.3.5(ii): 
31c, E Z,,(T) Va E TA@@a), Qa(sn)). 
(ii) Analogously. Cl 
3.3.13. Lemma. Let E E M,(T), f E Z,(S, T), LYE s. Then 
36 E M,(S) vg E &%r,(f(%-w *B) siW@))- 
Remark. The existence of 6 follows from the continuity of E and f; 6 E M,(S) 
requires a more subtle argument. 
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Proof. f E Z,(S, T) implies (by 3.3.1O(ii)) d Modf for some d E M,(S), so 
Vn Vo E s V/3 E ~,~~,,,(f@(dncU) * B) &n). 
Define 
6 := Aa. d(e(fa))a-, 
then 
Va E s VP E &&WWo) *B) G(Wo))). 
It remains to be shown that 6 E Z,(S) and 6 mod 6. Now E E M,(T), f E Z,(S, T), 
so &of E Z,(S); let r,i E M,(S), q mod &of (using 3.3.10(i)), then 
(6) Vcr E s 3n V/3 E &(,&~f)(&(n(~) * 6) = it. 
Now, by definition of 6 
Vo E s t&(qnj = A8 - 4(E”f)(~C(w4 * P))(~(s4 * fO1 
~0, by (6) 
va E s 3n [6qqry) = V . We * B) = W)c~,a,l. 
By 3.3.5(i) we get Vats (6,(,,) E Z,,(S,(,,,)) and with 3.3.5(ii) this gives 
6 E lo(S). 
To see that 6 mod 6, assume &(&r) = /!?(&Y), i.e. 
(7) +(s(fo))a) = kWf+r)- 
d E M,(S), so Vn (dn E M,(S)), hence (7) implies 
(8) d(s(&))o = d(c(fo))B- 
Also d Modf, so with (8) 
FWf~)) =fB(cW)); 
with E mod E this yields I = ##I). Combining this with (8), we conclude 
d(e(fcv))a = d(e(fp))/3, i.e., 6a: = S/I. q 
3.4. Forcing (alias elimination) 
3.4.1. In this section we interpret TT in T2. This interpretation is presented in 
two ways: first as an elimination translation (in the sense of [20] and [28]), which 
is somewhat easier to understand, then as a definition of forcing, which has a 
more semantic flavour. 
3.4.2. To describe the elimination translation, we consider Vo E ,!?, 3/I E L? as 
quantifiers, not as abbreviations of V& ((Y E s+ - - a) etc; Va; 3/I are read as 
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Va E U, 3/3 E 0. Also Vm, 3n are considered as quantifiers ranging over N. Now 
the elimination translation for formulae without free sequence variables reads 
‘pT=p (P prime) 
‘A A B7 = ‘A1 A rB1, ‘A + B7 = ‘AT+ rB7 
‘VxA1=VxrA1 , ‘3x A1 = 3x ‘-A1 
‘Vn A1 = Vn Tkl, ‘3n A1 = 3n ‘A1 
‘VTAl= VT ‘Al, ‘3TA1=3TrA7 
‘Vix~~Pc~~=Va~~Pa (P prime) 
‘Va~~(Ar\B)~=~tla~~A~r,‘tl~~~B~ 
rV~ E F (Aa-+ B@ = VS V’f E Z&S, T) 
(‘Va E f?A(f@ --, ‘Va E s B(f@) 
‘V~ETVXA~=VX’VCX~ETA~ 
‘Vae~‘xAx - 9 1 3 E Z,(T) ‘Va! E FA(c#MY)~ 
‘VaeTVnA1=VnrVae?‘A1 
‘Vcu~ T3nA1=3~~Zo(T)n(~‘I$)‘Vcu~TA(~~)l 
rVa E TV/3 E SA(a; p)‘= Vf E Z,(T x S, T) Vg E Z,(T x S, S) 
rVcr E T x S A@, gLy)l 
‘VCX E T 3/3 E SA(a, /3)‘= 3g E Z,(T, S) ‘Vo E FA(s gcu)l 
‘VCXE~VSA~=VS~VCXE~A~ 
‘VCX E i? 3SA1 = 3S ‘Va E FA1 
‘3a E FA1 = 3a E T ‘Aal. 
A few examples: 
(i) ‘SEQAXl = ‘Va Vn 3x (an =x)’ 
= Vn ‘Va 3x (cm = x)’ 
= Vn ~C#I e Z,(U) ‘Vo (cm = $a)’ 
= Vn %#J E Z,(U) Va (an = $a); 
using 3.3.7(i) and 3.3.2, we see that this interpretation of SEQAXl is true in T2. 
(ii) ‘SEQAX2l= ‘Vx 3o Vn (xn = cm)’ 
= Vx 3a Vn (xn = an), 
which is also true in TZ. 
(iii) ‘Va 3x Vn (an = xn)’ = 3$ E Z,(U) ‘Va Vn (on = @n)’ 
= 3$ E lo(U) Vn ‘Va (an = @cm)’ 
= 3 f$ E Z,(U) Vn Va (an = @an), 
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and this is definitely not true in T,, for by 3.3.2 and 3.3.10(i) the value of +a is 
completely determined by an initial segment of a. 
3.4.3. Now we turn to forcing. First we introduce the concept of distinguished 
term of some formula A: these are certain term occurrences in A, usually 
indicated by p’ (=pi, . . . , p,). Sometimes they are underlined to distinguish 
them, and we write A = A(@) or A =A(@). This concept is needed for the 
following important definiton. 
3.4.4. Definition. Let A be a formula with distinguished terms p’, and let f be 
some term. The restriction of A along f is defined by 
A 1 f:=A[p':=p' 1 f], 
where p’ 1 f stands for p1 of, . . . , pn of; they are exactly the distinguished terms of 
A 1 5 
3.4.5. Examples. (i) A 1 f =A if A contains no distinguished terms. 
(ii) ($a=@) If=(~~=<t&fW 
3.4.6. In the definition of forcing we shall give in a moment, we associate to 
every formula A of T: and tree variable T a formula T IF A (T forces A) of T2. If 
A contains the choice variables al, . . . , a;, free, then we associate the free 
TAPP-variables fi, . . . , fn to al, . . . , a,, and put 
T It-A(cu,, . . . , (u,) := VS (fi, . . . , fn E I,($ T)-+ S kA(f,, . . . , fn)). 
For formulae without free sequence variables and with distinguished terms p’, we 
define 
TItP := Vu E T (P[p’ : =@a]) for prime P 
TkA AB :=(TltA) A (TItB) 
T kA-,B :=VSVf EZ~(S, T)(SIk(A 1 f)-Sk@ 1 f)) 
T IIrVxA :=Vx(TIl-A) 
TIt%A(x) :=3# l l,,(T)(TkA(g5)) 
T ItVnA := Vn (T ItA) 
Tk3nA :=3#~l~(T)fl(T+N)(TlkA(@) 
T IFVSA := VS (T #A) 
TIt3SA := 3s (T IkA) 
Tit VaA(cu) := VS Vf EZ~(S, T) Vg EZ#, U)(Sk (A 1 f)(g)) 
N.B. (A 1 f)(g) is to be read as (A 1 f)[m:=g] 
T IF 3aA(cu) := 3g E Z,(T, U)(T IFA(g 
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3.4.7. Examples. 
(9 T II SEQAXl = T II Va Vn 3x (cm = x) 
= VS Vf E I,@, T) Vg E I@, U)(S It (Vn 3x (wz =x)) 1 f[a := 81) 
= vs vg E Z,(S, U)(S II- (Vn 3x (an = x))[a := 81) 
= vs vg E Z,(S, U)(S IF vn 3x (gn =x)) 
= vs vg E Z,(S, U) Vn 3c#J E Z,(S) s Il- (_sn = 9) 
= VS Vg E Z,(S, U) Vn El@ E lo(S) Vu e S (gan = c&z). 
(ii) T It SEQAX2 = T It Vx 3a Vn (xn = CUZ) 
=VxTIt3cuVn(xn=an) 
= Vx 3g c Z,(T, U) T ItVn (xn =gn) 
=Vx3geZ,(T, U)VnVa~~(xn=gan). 
(iii) T It Va 3x Vn (an = xn) 
= VS Vf E I@, T) Vg E Z,(S, U) S It (3x Vn (an = xn)) 1 f)[a := 81 
= VS Vg E I,($ U) S It 3x Vn (gn = xn) 
= VS Vg E I,($ U) 3$ E Z,(S) S II Vn (En = pn) 
= VS Vg E Z,(S, U) 3c#1 E Z,(S) Vn Vu E S (gun = c#xm). 
To show that forcing and the elimination translation are equivalent interpreta- 
tions, we need the so-called monotonicity property of Ik (proved in 3.4.10), and 
3.4.12(iii). 
3.4.8. Lemma. For totally regular formulae A we have 
TZk T It-A(p’)++‘Ve FA(p’c@. 
Proof. Formula induction. Most cases are trivial or easy, except A = V/3 E T’ 
B(p’, /I). By 3.4.12(iii), T It- V/3 E F B(p’, /3) is equivalent to 
(1) VS Vf E I@, T) Vg E 4(S, T’)(S II- N$of, 8)); -- 
also 
‘VCY E 7 vp E P B(p’CY, p)’ 
= Vf E Z,(Tx T’, T) Vg E Z,(Tx T’, T’) ‘Va E TX T’ B(p’(fcx), gcu)‘, 
which is equivalent to 
(2) Vf’ E Z,(T x T’, T) Vg’ E Z,(T x T’, T’)(T x T’ kB(g’, p’of ‘)). 
(l)+(2) is evident: take S := T x T’. For (2)+(l) we argue as follows. By 
3.4.10, (2) implies 
(3) Vf’ E Z,(T x T’, T) Vg’ E Z,(T x T’, T’) VS Vh E Z,(S, T x T’) 
(S It-B(g’oh,p’of ‘oh)). -~ 
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Now take h:=f@g, f’:=;n,, g’:=n,, use n,~(f@g)=~f, n,o(f@g)=sg, 
and we get (1). 0 
We shall now prove some lemmata needed for the soundness theorem for 11. 
3.4.9. Lemma (Substitution). (i) p =Tq+ (T II-A(p) f, T ItA(_ 
(ii) T It-A(z) - T ItA(Aa. z), z a term of 2’(TAPP). 
Proof. Straightforward, with formula induction. 0 
3.4.10. Lemma (Monotonicity). T IkA - VS Vf E Z,(S, T)(S It (A 1 f)). 
Proof. t follows from Ao. a E Z,(T, T) (3.3.8(ii)). 
+ is proved with formula induction: as an example, we treat the cases 
A=gxBandA=Va,B. 
A = 3x B(x): assume T It- 3x B(x), i.e. 
3$ E Z,(T) T H-B($). 
By induction hypothesis: 
3$ E Z,,(T) VS Vf E Z,(& T) S It (B 1 f)(m 
so, with Lemma 3.3.11(i): 
VS Vf E ZI(& T) 3$ E Z@) S 11 (B 1 f)(q) 
i.e., VS Vf E I,($, T) S It 3x B(x). 
A = Vex B(a): assume T It Va B(a), i.e. 
Vg Vf E Z,(g, T) Vg l ZI(% u) g It (B 1 f)(g); 
with Lemma 3.3.11(ii): 
VS’ ‘if’ E Z,(S’, T)VS Vf E I@, S’) Vg E I@, U) S IF (B 1 f’ 1 f)g 
i.e., VS’ Vf’ E Z,(S’, T) S’ It (VaB(c~u) 1 f’). 0 
3.4.11. Lemma (Bar-property). V6 E M,,(T)(Va E T (TEcs,) II- (A 1 a(&) *)) e 
T ItA). 
Proof. t follows from the previous lemma and Lemma 3.3.8(iv). 
--, requires formula induction: we consider the key cases A = B + C, A = 3x B. 
A = B+ C: assume 6 E M,(T) and Vu E T (T,,,, It ((B+ C) 1 6(&z) *)), i.e. 
(1) Vu E T VS Vf E Z,(S, TE(aa))(S It (B 1 (6(&z) *)~f)+- S II (C 1 (ii(&) *)of)) 
and let g E Z,(S, T), b E s. By Lemma 3.3.13: 
(2) 3rl l Ml@) Vu e %Jb,(g@(rl~) *a) E gb(b(gb))). 
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Define h by 
h : = Aan. g(b(qb) * a)(n + 6(gb)), 
then (gb(b(gW) * ) Oh = g o (&@) * ) (by (2)) and h E M%w T~cGcgbjj) (by 
3.3.7(i), 3.3.8(iv), 3.3.ll(ii)). So, by (1) (a :=gb, S := SbCqbj, f := h): 
(3) &,,,,I+ lg"(6(rlb)*))-,S~(,,,It(CIgo(6(rlb)*)). 
Since we also have (Lemma 3.4.10 with f := (6(qb) * )) 
(4) SkB lg-,S,_(,,,It(Blgo(6(rlb)*)) 
and, by induction hypothesis, 
(5) Vb E s (&(qb) Ik(C1 gs@(qb)*))+SItCl g) 
we get (combining (3), (4), (5)) 
vsVgEzI(S, T)(SkB1 g+SItCj g) 
i.e., SIkB-,C. 
A = 3x B(x): assume 6 E M,(T) and Vu E F (T,,,,, It (3x B(x) 1 (ii(&) *))), 
i.e. 
Va E p %J E &(T+GJ(T~+~ It (B 1 @(da) * )>@I). 
By 3.3.12(i) and 3.4.9(i): 
3q E Z,(T) Vu E T (TZ(&) IF@ 1 (a(Sa)*))(~O(~(6a)*))). 
With the induction hypothesis: 
3$J E UT)(T II-B($)), 
i.e., Tk3xB(x). Cl 
3.4.12. Lemma. (i) T It- Vn An - T It Vx (x E N + Ax). 
(ii) TII-~~A~~,TI~~x(xENAAx). 
(iii) T itVa~ SAa++VT’Vf E Z,(T’, T) Vg E Z,(T’, S)(T’lt(A 1 f)(g)). 
(iv) Tlk3cu~~Aac*3g~Z~(T,S)(TI~A(g)). 
(v) T IF A(&) - T II ACfog). 
(vi) I-(TN-Alf+TItBlf)j kVT(TIl-(A-Z?)). 
(viii) Zf A contains no free sequence variables and no distinguished term, then: 
(a) SltAttTkA, 
(b) T IF 3x A - 3x (T Ik A). 
(viii) If A E 2’(T2), then (TWA) -A. 
Proof. (i), (ii) Easy, write out the definition of T It Vx . - -, T It 3x - - - and use 
3.4.10. 
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(iii) VCY E 5 A (Y abbreviates Var (Vn ((yn E S) + A a), so writing out T II- Va E ,!? 
A (Y yields 
VT’ Vf E Z,(T’, T) Vg E Z,(T’, U) VT”Vh E Z,(T”, T’) 
(Vn Va ET” (g(ha)n E S)+ T”It ((A 1 f)(g) 1 h)); 
this is equivalent to (use 3.3.4(vi), 3.3.11(ii)) 
VT’ Vf E I,( T’, T) Vg E Z,(T’, U) VT” Vh E I,( T”, T’) 
(gob EZ~(T”, S)+ T”Ik(A 1 foh)(goh)), 
and it is not hard to see that this is equivalent to the second formula of (iii). 
(iv) Easy. 
(v) Formula induction. 
(vi) Easy. 
(vii) (a) By 3.4.5 and the fact S WA = S II- (A 1 f). 
(b) T k3xAx = 3@ E Z,(T)(T ItA@); as $ is continuous, we have ~$0 
(y*) is constant, for some y E T, so by 3.4.10 and 3.4.9(i), 3x (Ty kA(Aa.)); 
hence 3x (T II-Ax), by (a) and 3.4.9(ii). 
(viii) Formula induction: use (vi). 0 
3.4.W. Theorem (Soundness). TT t A j T2 I- VT (T Ik A). 
Proof. Induction over the length of a proof of A. 
Logical axioms and rules of TAPP: 
A+ A, VxAx-+Az: trivial, for t contains no choice variables. 
At+ 3xAx: use 3.4.9(ii) and I&Xl. 
A 




: easy, by 3.3.11(ii). 
A A-,B 
B 
: easy, by 3.3.8(ii). 
A-B A-+C 
A-, (B h c) : trivial. 
(A/\B)+C \ I 
A+(B-+C) 
: assume TIkA A B-C, i.e. 
(6) VSVfEZI(S, T)(SkAl fASlkBlf+SkClf). 
This implies 
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Distribute VS, Vg E Zr(S’, S): 
vS Vf E Z&Y, T)(VS’ Vg E I,@‘, S) S’ lkA 1 fog 
~vs'~gEz*(S',S)(S'I~Bl f~g+S'ItClf~g)). 
With 3.4.10: 
(7) VSV’f EZ@, T)(SIkA 1 f+VS’Vg EZI(S', S>(S'kB I fog 
-+s'I~clf"s)), 
i.e., T II-A+ (B+ C). 






: assume T IFA-, B, i.e. 
(8) VS Vf E Z&Y, T)(S It (A 1 f)(x)-+ S It B 1 f). 
Let f E Z,(S, T) and assume 
S It (A 1 f)(g) for some @ E Z,(S). 
By 3.3.10(i), 6 mod $J for some 6 E M,(S). Now, by 3.4.11: 
Vu E S Sz(Gaj Ik(A If"(a(Ga)*))(~o(6(6a)*)). 
Since 6 mod 4, we have 
Vu e S 3x Vb E Sicb,,@(ti(Sa) *b) = x, 
so, with 3.4.9(ii) 
Vu E s 3x SacGaj I!- (A 1 fo(ii(6a) *))(x). 
With (8) this gives 
Vu E 3 (SacGaj II B 1 (fo(ci(6a) *))) 
which implies (by 3.4.11) S IF B 1 f. 
So we have shown 
VS Vf E Z,(S T)(% (S II- (A 1 f)(gW+ S II-B 1f), 
i.e., Tk(ilxA+B). 
Non-logical axiom of TAPP: Most of them present no problems. We only 
consider IND : assume 
Tlt-AOlf and TItVn(An+A(n+l))lf, 
i.e. 
VnVSVgeZl(S, T)(SIkAn1f~g~SIkA(n+l)lf~g); 
then Vn (T ItAn 1 f-, T I!-A(n + 1) 1 f), so with T ItAO 1 f we get Vn (T I-An). 
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Axioms and rules of TAPP* for sequence variables: 
VRsEo: let A =A($), B = B(a, 0). Now T,tVT(TIt(A- B)) reads 
T2 I- VT (j, g E I,(,!?, T)+ VS’ Vh E Z,(S’, S)(S’ IF A(f 1 h) 
4’IIB(goh,j 1 h))); 
wequantifyoverS,f,g, takeS’:=S, T:=U, h:=?cc.xandget 
T,tVSVj,ggZr(S, U)(SIFA(j)+WB(g,j)); 
now takej:=johok and use 3.3.11(ii) and I,($ T) EZ~(S, U) (by 3.3.4(vi)): 
T,WS”T(~EZ,(S”, T)-+VS’Vh~Z,(S’,S”)VSVk~Z,(S,S’) 
(SltA(j~h~k)+Vg~Z@, U)(SItB(g,johok)))). 
Distribute VS, Vk E Z,(S, S’) and apply 3.4.5: 
T2 t VT (f E Zr(S”, T)+ VS’ Vh E ZI(S’, S”)(S’ IEA(joh) 
+ VS’ Vk E Z,(S, S’) Vg E Z,(S, U)(S It B(g, f oh ok)))), 
i.e., T,FVT(TIt(A+VaB)). 
3RsEo: as above, but simpler: write out U It (A- B) and use Z,(S, T) E 
ZIG U). 
VaAa+Aj3: let A =A(a, p). Now T Ik(VcuAa+AP) reads 
g, h’ E I,($ T)+ VS’ Vk E ZI(S’, S)(VS”Vl E Z,(S”, S’) 
Vf cZI(S”, U)(S”IIA(f, ibk4))4’ItA(gOk, ibk)) 
and this holds in T,: to see this, take S” := S, 1:= Ax. x, f := g 0 k and use 
Z,(S, T) G ZIG U). 
AD+ 3aAa: Let A =A((Y, 3). Now T IF (A/3+ 3aAa) reads 
g, Z&Z&S, T)+VS’Vk cZr(S’, S)(S’It-A(gok, &k) 
+ 3f E Z,(S’, U)(S’ IIA(f, io k))) 
which evidently holds (take f : = g 0 k). 
SEQAXl: T Ii-Va Vn 3x (cm =x) reads (see 3.4.7(i)) 
VS Vg E Z,(S, U) Vn 3@ E Z,(S) Vu E S (gun = $a) 
and this holds by the definition of Z,(S, U). 
SEQAX2: T II- Vx 3a Vn (xn = cm) reads (3.4.7(ii)) 
Vx3geZ,(T, U)VnVaET(xn=gan) 
and this is a consequence of I,,AXl and the definition of Z,. 
SEQAX3: T lIVc@ 3y Vn (yn = (cm, pn)) reads 
VS Vf E Z&S, U) VS’ Vg E Z,(S’, S) Vh E ZI(S’, U) 
3k E Z,(S, U) Vn Va E s’ (kan = (f (ga)n, han)) 
and this follows from 3.3.8(vi) and 3.3.11(ii). 
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SEQAX4: T IkVcxx 3/3 (PO =x A Vn (/3(n + 1) = cm)) reads 
vs Vf E Z,(S, U) Vx 3g E I@, U)(Va E S(ga0 =x) 
A Vn Va E S (ga (n + 1) = fun)) 
and this follows from the definition of I,($ U). 
Tree axioms and rules of T:: 
‘W,, 3R-n VA&R, 3AXTR: easy, since VT, 3 T commute with It. 
TRAXl-8: also easy, for they do not contain sequence variables. 
&+X1: S Il- (Va E T (@a = x)-+ 4 E Z,,(r)) reads 
VS’ (VS”Vg EZ~(S”, T)Va l L?‘($(ga) =x)+ @ EZ~(Z)) 
and this holds in T2 (take S” : = T, g : = Ax . x). 
IaX2: easy, as it contains no sequence variables. 
I&X3: using (3x Ax + B) t*Vx(Ax+B) and (AvB+C)t*((A-C)A 
(B + C)), we can rewrite I&X3 without v and 3. Now the proof of T IF IOAX3 is 
analogous to that for T It IND. 
IiAX: T It- Va E $ Vf E I,(&, S,) 38 E $ Vn (/In = fan) reads 
VT’ Vg E Z,(T’, S,) Vf E I,(&, &.) 3h E Z,(T’, S,) 
Va E F’ Vn (han = f (ga)n) 
and this follows from 3.3.11(ii). 
ECSl: S II- (Vu E FAa+- Va E TAa) reads (remember that A is prime) 
VS’ (Vu E FAa + VS” Vf E Z&Y”, T) Vb E s” A(fb)) 
and this follows from the definition of Zi. 
ECM: Both S 11 (Va (Aa+ BN)) and S IF (VT Vf E Z,(T, U)(V(u E TA(frx)+ 
va E FB(fW))) are equivalent to 
VTVf EZ~(T, U)(TItAf-+TItBf); 
use 3.4.7(iv) for the second equivalence. 
ECS3: S It Va E F 3xA(cu, x) and S IF 3# E Z,(T) Va, E FA(cx, @a) are equiv- 
alent to 
3# E Z,(T)(T IFA(Ax. x, $)). 
ECS4: analogous to ECS3. 
EAC: easy, by 3.4.12(vii) (recall that EAC does not contain free sequence 
variables). 0 
We complete the picture of T:, T2 and IF as follows. 
3.4.14. Theorem. (i) Let A be a completely regular formula of T:. Then 
T; l-A -(T IFA). 
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(ii) Let A be a formula of TZ. Then 
TzkA++(TIkA). 
Proof. (i) With formula induction we show, for completely regular A: 
T:IV~E TA(p’cu)t*TIkA(p’); 
from this (i) follows. 
A prime: by ECSl. 
A = B A C, A = Vx Bx: easy. 
A = B+ C: simple, use ECM. 
A = V/3 BP: by the definition of Ik and the induction hypothesis we see that 
T It V/3 B(@, /3) is equivalent to 
(1) VS Vf E I,($ T) Vg E Z,(S, U) Va E 3 B(@(fa), ga); 
now (1) t*Va E 7 V/3 B(p’a; /I): + is evident; for -, take S := T x U, f : = nO, 
g := x1 and use substitution for = (A is regular, hence B). 
A = 3/3 BP: use ECS4 and the induction hypothesis. 
A = 3x Bx: analogous. 
(ii) We prove with formula induction: 
T2 kA(x’) - T It-A(@), 
here the p’ are constant parameters with value 2, i.e., Va@a =Z From this (ii) 
follows. 
A prime, A = B A C, A = B- C, A = Vy B: easy. 
A = 3y By: now T IF 3y B(y, p’) = 3# E Z,,(T)(T It B(@, p’)); by the induction 
hypothesis and 3.3.10(i) this is equivalent to 
36 E M,,(T) 3$~ E Z,(T)(& mod # 
A Va E F (T&6a)It.B(~ 1 @S(6a)*), 9°(4aa)*)))), 
i.e. (by 3.4.4(i)), 
36 E M,,(T) 3$ E Z,(T)(6 mod $ 
A Va E F 3y (TE(&) IkB(@ 1 @?(6a)*), Az.y))). 
With the induction hypothesis: 
36 E M,(T) 3# E Z,(T)(6 mod 9 A Va E F 3y B(.?, y)), 
i.e., 3yB(.?, y). q 
3.5. Reduction to arithmetic 
In this section the proof of our main theorem is completed. 
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3.5.1. First we define a new theory T, which looks like T,, but without tree 
variables. Let I,,AXl’-3’ be the following axiom schemata (A an arbitrary 
negative formula of TAPP): 
IoAXl’ Tree(A) A Vu EA (@a =x)+ $ E Z,,(A) 
10AX2’ Tree(A) A V_? E A (C#Q EZ,,(Ai))+ $J E Z,(A) 
I,,AX3’ Tree(A) A Vx E A V$ [3y Vu E A, (#a = y) 
v (Vj E A (& E P(x *y^))-+ G E P(x))1 
* Vx E A (Z,,(A,) G P(x)). 
Now T3 : = TAPP + I,,AXl’-3’ + EAC. 
3.5.2. Theorem. T2 t- A j T3 k A for A E LZ(T,). 
Proof. A detailed proof would be long and tedious, so we confine ourselves to a 
sketch. Let T: be an arbitrary subtheory of T2 with only finitely many instances of 
TRAXS, say for the formulae Al, . . . , A,. We assume FV(A,) G {x, zi}, i = 
1 ,***, n (the variable x is used to define the set A,; see 3.1.9). For technical 
reasons, we add A0 := (lth x E N) 
interpretation f: T:+ T3 satisfying 
T$A j T31Af; 
from this the theorem follows. 
to the list A,, . . . , A,. We shall define an 
The naive idea for f is: replace formulae VTA[rj E Tlj by 
But this is not enough, for the Ai may contain parameters, and we also have to 
deal with the closure conditions VT Vx(x E T+ 3s (S = T,)) (TRAX6) and 
VTT’ 3s (S = T X T’) (TRAX7). This leads us to considering the “universe of 
trees” of Tf2, which consists of the trees defined by AO, . . . , A,, closed off under 
taking subtrees and products. 
We recall the notation X, [ lo, [ I1 f rom 3.2.1 and define the following notation: 
.0:=x 
XY *o^:= ;xY]o, -g *f:= [xYll; 
here y = (yO, . . . ,y,>, y,=O or 1 (i=O,. . . , n). Such a sequence y is called a 
O-l-sequence and we call xy the y-projection of x. 
An example: 
X(lJO.O) = [[[x]&J. 
We now have, e.g., 
x E (Tl x T2) x T3-x (‘,O) E Tl A a~(‘,~) E T2 A x(l) E T3. 
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The idea now is to code the trees of the “universe of trees” of Ti by quintuples 
y, z, u, v, m which satisfy 
(i) .z, U, v are finite sequences with length m; 
(ii) 2 is a sequence of parameters; 
(iii) u is a finite sequence of different finite O-l-sequences; 
(iv) v is a sequence of natural numbers <rt ; 
(v) ( ), z, u, v, m code a tree which contains y. 
(i)-(v) are collected in Adm(y, z, U, v, m): 
Adm(y, z, U, v, m) := lth z = lth u = lth v = m A m E N 
A Vi < m (lth(u), E N A (v)~ E N) 
A Vii < m ((u)~ = (u)~+ i = j) 
A Vi Cm Vk < lth(u),(((u),), E (0, 1)) 
A Tree(T(( >, x, z, u, u, m)) 
A T(( >, y, z, u, u, m), 
where 
T(y, X, Z, U, V, m) := Vi <m 
( 
j&o (i = (v)~+ (y *X)‘“‘i E Aj[z := (z)~])). 
We call {x 1 T(y, x, z, u, v, m)} the tree coded by y, z, U, v, m; it consists of 
those x for which holds: 
for any i < m, the (u),-projection of y *x is in the tree defined by the 
formula A,,, with parameters (z)~. 
Now the definition of f is as follows. 
(VTB)f = Vyzuvm (Adm(y, z, u, v, m)+ (B[T : = T(y, x, z, u, v, m)])‘) 
(3TB)f = 3yzuvm (Adm(y, z, U, v, m) A (B[T := T(y, x, z, u, v, m)])‘) 
f commutes with Vx, 3y, A, v, + and leaves prime formulae 
unchanged. 
By this definition of f, we get formulae like r E (T(y, x, z, u, v, m)), and 
r l (T(Yl, x, z1, 4, vl, ml) x T(y2, 4 z2, u2, v2, m2)); to interpret these we re- 
call the conventions 
z~A:=A[x:=t], TEA o:=u*~~A 
from 2.4, and adopt the following: 
TV U:=lthteN, 
~EAxB:=[z]~EAA[~]~EB. 
We check the soundness of f in the version 
Tf,FA j T3F(VfA)f, 
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where T are the free tree variables of A. By the definition of f, we only have to 
inspect the rules and axioms concerning trees, and EAC. 
QRTR, 3RTR, QAXTR, IAX,,: easy. 
TRAXl: (VT (Tree(T)))f follows from the definition of Adm. 
TRAX2-4: trivial, by the conventions mentioned above. 
TRAXS: we only have instances with A,, 1 s i s IZ. Now 
Ai(x, z)* T(( >, X, f, ( >, lp 1) 
and, by Tree(A,(x, z)), we have Adm(( ), 2, ( ), i, 1). 
TRAX6: if T is coded by y, z, u, v, m, then take y *x, z, u, v, m as code for 
s (- T,). 
TRAX7: if T is coded by y, z, u, v, m and T’ by y’, z’, u’, v’, m’, then take 
y Xy’, z*z’, ((u)O*8,. . . ,(u),-l*O,(U’)O*i,. . . ,(u’),,_,*i), v*v’, m +m’ 
as a code for S (- T x T’). 
TRAX8: easy, for in T3 we have 
Tree(A) A Tree(B) A A = B - Z,(A) = Z,,(B) 
for A E ze-(APP) (to be proved with induction over Z,(A), Z,(B)), and also 
Tree(A)+A =A,,. 
EAC: it is enough to show that Af is negative if A is. By the definition of f we 
only have to check that T(y, x, z, u, v, m) is negative, and this follows from the 
fact that the Ai are negative (by the restriction on TRAXS). 
This ends the proof. Cl 
Now we compare T3 with TAPP(ID) + EAC. 
3.5.3. Lemma. T3 k A + TAPP(ID) + EAC k A for A E Z(TAPP). 
Proof. We shall show that I,,AXl’-3’ hold in TAPP(ID). Let BA = B,(P, z) be 
defined by (we write (x, $) for z): 
B,(P,(x,q5)):=[3yQa(Qn(x*cSn~A)--++.z=y) 
vQy(x*j~A-+(x*y^, $&P)]-(x,cj+cP. 
I’,, is the predicate operator with 
z E Z&(P) @ B,(P, z). 
We write ZA for Zr (Z abbreviates r,,), the least tixed point of Z’,,; in TAPP(ID) 
we have 
(1) UZA) E ZA, 
(2) T(P) G P-, IA G P. 
Now we define Z,(A,) explicitly by 
+ l Z&4,) := (x, +> E ZA; 
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writing out (l), (2) and substituting 9 E Z,,(A,) for (x, #) E IA and 9 E P(x) for 
(x, $) E P yields I,,AXl’-3’, even without the condition Tree(A). 0 
3.5.4. Theorem. TAPP* + EBIG kA + ID1 !-A for A E Z’(HA). 
Proof. Let TAPP* + EBI: IA, A E Z(HA). Then, by 3.2.11: 
T; IA. 
By 3.4.13 and 3.4.14(ii) (A is (I for&xi in the language of T2): 
T; I-A. 
By 3.5.2 and 3.5.3: 
TAPP(ID) + EAC k A. 
Finally, by 2.4.10: 
IDi1A. •i 
To establish that ID1 axiomatizes the arithmetical fragment of TAPP + EBI& 
we prove the converse of the previous theorem. We shall use a result by Sieg, for 
which we first need a definition. 
3.5.5. Definition. Let {e}(e) be the Kleene-bracket-notation; without loss of 
generality we may assume that Vn {O}(n) = 0. We define the axioms 0AXl-3: 
0AXl 066 
OAX2 Vn ({x}(n)4 A {x}(n) E 0)+x E 6 
OAX3 A(0) A Vx [Vn ({x}(n)4 ~A({x}(n)))-,Ax]-Vx E 6Ax. 
0 is called the inductively defined tree class of the first order. We also put 
IDi(6’) := 0AXl+ 0AX2 + 0AX3, 
IDi(6’) := HA + IDI( 
3.5.6. Theorem (Sieg). ID1 and IDI prove the same arithmetical theorems. 
Proof. Follows from [4, Ch. III, Theorem 3.2.31. 0 
3.5.7. Lemma. IDI kA +TAPP* + BI EA. 
Proof. We interpret x E 6 by 
(1) Vcv e N” 3n (fx(&n) = 0 A Vm < n (fx(&m) > 0)) 
where f is the function satisfying 
fx( > =x, fx(y * 2) = {fxr l(z). 
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We verify that C?AXl-3 become derivable in TAPP* + BI under this inter- 
pretation. 0AXl and BAX2 follow, without using BI, by writing out their 
interpretation and using the definition off; for OAX3 we do need BI. Assume 
(i) AO, 
(ii) Vx (VnA({x)(n))--+A(x)), 
(iii) x e 0, i.e. Va E N 3n (fx(ti) = 0 A Vm <n (fx(&m) > 0)). 
Put 
By := Vz E N’“A(fx(y * 2)). 
Then 
(a) Bar@F’, B), by (i), (ii) and Vn ({O}(n) = 0); 
(b) Mon(N<O, B), by the definition of B; 
(c) Ind(N<“, B), by (ii) and the definition off; 
(d) Tree (RF”). 
So with BI we get B ( ), hence A(fx( )), i.e., Ax. We conclude Vx E OAx, so 
0AX3 is derived. Cl 
3.5.8. Theorem. TAPP* + EBI: FA e ID1 FA for A E 2’(HA). 
Proof. Combine 3.5.4 and 3.5.7. Cl 
We now formulate the principal corollary. Let EL* be the theory EL but with 
a, B, * . . as sequence variables. In EL* we can write down Tree(A), Bar(A, P), 
Mon(A, P), Ind(A, P) and EBI,,(A, P) just as in TAPP* (now x, y, range over 
natural numbers); EBI$ for EL* is defined as EBIO(A, P) for all P E @EL*) and 
all A E Z(HA). 
3.5.9. Theorem. EL* + EBI$ and ID1 are arithmetically equivalent. 
Proof. EL* + EBI: can be embedded into TAPP* + EBI: by extending the 
natural embedding of HA into TAPP (see 2.1.1) with 
VaA -Vo (Vn ((m E N)+A), 3aA -3ar (Vn ((M E N) A A). 
This takes care of one direction; the other is established by transferring the proof 
of 3.5.7. to EL* + BI. 0 
A. Appendii (by A.S. Troelstra) 
A.l. Due to an oversight, the proof of the elimination theorem for CS* in [28] is 
defective. A correction of the proof by modifying the definition of the elimination 
translation results in weaker versions of some of the principal results of [28]. The 
contents of sections not involving the elimination theorem are not affected; thus 
no changes are needed in Sections 1.1-1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 1.11, 2, 3, 6.2, 6.3, 6.5. 
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A.2. Let us first indicate where the difficulty in the proof of the elimination 
theorem in [28] originates. From recent work (e.g. [15]) it has become clear that 
the elimination translations for various well-known theories of choice sequences, 
such as the theory LS of lawless sequences and CS, the theory discussed in [20] 
and [15], can be reformulated in terms of forcing ouer a site (forcing over a 
category provided with a Grothendieck topology). Now the elimination transla- 
tion as defined in [28] does not in any obvious way correspond to a site; the 
analytic-data type axiom (I) does not mesh naturally with the other axioms, and 
accordingly the implication-clause of the elimination translation does not agree 
with the other cases. An intuitively correct version of axiom (I) would be 
(1) VcP(Aa+Bcr)+\jr~ TVe”*“(Va”A(e ( a)-VdB(e ( a)), 
where T is a collection of tree predicates closed under the formation of products 
and restriction to subtrees determined by initial segments. This is essentially also 
the form of “analytic data” of the elimination translation or forcing notion of this 
paper (3.4). 
If type o represents a smaller tree than r, then in CS* as formulated in [28] the 
range of the (YO is supposed to be contained in the range of the /3*. More 
precisely, if o = [A], t = [I?], Vx (A x- Bx), then by (IV) and (V) in [28,4.2] we 
have V&3@” (& = p”). This becomes problematic in combination with (I) of 
[20,4.2]. For on the one hand, (I) “explains” Vd’(Aau-,Ba) as 
(2) Veq”(Va”A(e ( a)-,Va”B(e 1 a)). 
On the other hand we must require that adding quantifiers over dummy variables 
results in provably equivalent statements, and so (/3 not free in A, B) 
(3) Var”(Aa~Bcu)t,V~“P”(AcujB~). 
Application of (I) to the right-hand side yields 
(4) Va” (Aa- Ba) - Vy”“” (A&y)+ B&y)) 
~VeuX~‘uxt(VyuX”A(j,(e ( y))+Vyux”B(j,(e 1 y))). 
As a rule, the last formula in (4) will be stronger than (2); thus axiom (I) does not 
determine the meaning of V& (Aa --, Ba) unambiguously. Consequently, the 
proof of the elimination theorm for CS* already breaks down for the rules of 
propositional logic. The proof in [28] relies for many details on the corresponding 
proof in [20], where the problem does not arise because of the existence of a 
primitive recursive bijection between N x N and N. 
A.3. Replacing (I) by its modification (1) does not produce our original 
proof-theoretical results however, since the class of all tree predicates definable in 
EL is not itself explicitly definable in EL or CS*. However, if we consider EL 
with only finitely many instances EBI,(Ai) (i s n) of extended bar induction of 
type 0 with Ai almost negative and arithmetical, then we can embed this system 
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into a system CS’ say, which permits elimination of choice sequences. In CS’ we 
have to include appropriate continuity axioms, and an axiom of type (1) where T 
is now a definable class of tree predicates closed under products, subtrees 
determined by initial sequents, and containing the trees A’” (i s n). The lawlike 
part IDBT to which the elimination translation reduces CS’, is similar to IDB* in 
[28], except that axioms K,jl-3 are assumed for almost negative arithmetical A 
only. Afterwards we can lift the restriction to almost negative Ai by a 
combination with numerical realizability as in [28], and one obtains instead of 
Result 1 in [28]: 
Theorem. EL + EBIFJ & conservative over ID1 with respect to arithmetical 
sentences in e. Here EBIE is EBIo restricted to arithmetical tree predicates. 
The proof of the stronger result 3.5.9 above follows the same pattern, except 
that abstract realizability replaces numerical realizability, and that for the final 
result one needs a Goodman-type theorem showing conservativeness of forms of 
the axiom of choice w.r.t. arithmetical sentences. 
The method shows at the same time that CS”, obtained by adding to IDB: the 
schema EBI: and in addition continuity axioms of type II [28,4.2] for u = [A] 
arithmetical and almost negative, is conservative over ID1 n For. 
A.4. An extension of the theorem above to obtain a reduction of EL* + EBI,,(A) 
for almost negative A in the language of IDB*, to IDB* is presumably 
straightforward. Presumably it is also possible to carry through an elimination 
theorem and hence a reduction to IDB* for a system CS”’ containing EBIo, where 
the ranges of choice variables for distinct (tree) types a, t are regarded as 
completely independent and disjoint. Theorems of this kind are not elegant, but 
can be said to “approximate” to some extent the statement we originally intended 
to prove, namely that the proof-theoretic strength of EL + EBIo is the same as 
that of the theory of finitely iterated inductive definitions, and lead us to 
conjecture that our original claim is nevertheless true. 
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